A Subject Catalogue of the new Pakistani books deposited under the provisions of Copyright Law or acquired through purchase, etc. by the National Library of Pakistan, Islamabad, arranged according to the Dewey Decimal Classification, 23rd edition and catalogued according to the Anglo American Cataloguing Rules, 2nd revised edition, 1988, with a full Author, Title, Subject Index and List of Publishers.

Government of Pakistan
Department of Libraries
National Library of Pakistan
Constitution Avenue, Islamabad
A National Bibliography is a mirror in which intellectual and literary trends of a nation can be seen very clearly. On the basis of this reflection, the intellegencia can envision the future heights and goals of a nation. Keeping in mind the importance of National Bibliography, this issue has been compiled, edited and published by National Library of Pakistan, Department of Libraries, Islamabad.

This volume includes all the books received in National Library of Pakistan under depository provision of prevailing copyright law of Pakistan. It also includes Pakistani publications acquired through purchase, gifts and exchange basis. However following type of material has not been included:

a. The keys and guides to text-books and ephemeral material such as publicity pamphlets etc
b. Maps
c. Musical scores
d. Periodicals (accept the first issue of a new periodical and the first issue of a periodical under a new title)

Subject wise Detail of included Material in Line with DDC Classification

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subjects</th>
<th>Books published in English Language</th>
<th>Books published in Urdu Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>000 Computer science, information &amp;</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>143</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>general works</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100 Philosophy &amp; psychology</td>
<td>09</td>
<td>133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>200 Religion</td>
<td>66</td>
<td>576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>300 Social sciences</td>
<td>510</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400 Language</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500 Science</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>600 Technology</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>700 Arts &amp; recreation</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>800 Literature</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>1197</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>900 History &amp; geography</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total:</strong></td>
<td>868</td>
<td>2943</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Total numbers of 3811 books have been included in this volume out of which 2943 books are in Urdu and Oriental languages and 868 books of English and European languages.

(iii)
**Arrangement of Material and Standards**

For the arrangement of material, Dewey Decimal Classification Scheme 23rd edition has been used for subject arrangement. The main order of bibliographic entries is numerical and sub order under the same classification number is alphabetical. Bibliographical entries have been prepared in accordance with Anglo American Cataloging Rules, 2nd revised edition 1988. Moreover entries of Pakistani names have been made under the rules devised by Dr. Anees Khurshid’s titled “Cataloging of Pakistani Names.”

The Urdu and English portion of Pakistan National Bibliography has been divided into three sections.

**Classified Section**

This section presents bibliographical entries in numerical order as per DDC classification numbers. Accession number is given at the end of each entry. The abbreviations used in entries are provided in a list given after preface.

**Index**

For convenience of users, the names of Authors, Joint Author, Editor, Translator, Corporate Author and Subject Headings of all included material have been arranged alphabetically in index section. After each index entry, the Classification number has been given to go for complete bibliographical entry.

**List of Prominent Publishers**

Names and Addresses of those important publishers whose books have been included in this issue of PNB-2012 have been included in “List of Prominent Publishers” after Index in both parts.

**Gratitude and Final Words**

This sacred responsibility could have not been possible without the sincere cooperation, patronage and encouragement of Ch. Muhmmad Nazir, Director General, Department of Libraries, Syed Ghyour Hussain, Director HRDC and my colleagues Mr. Haji Dad and Iqrar Hussain Sheikh, Assistant Director. I can not leave without saying cordial thanks to my senior colleague Mr. Irshad Ali Khan for his continues guidance and Mr. Muhmmad Nazim, UDC who assisted me with his full sense of responsibility and sincerity.

Islamabad, January 2013

NIDA MUSHTAQ
Assistant Editor
### OUTLINE OF THE DEWEY DECIMAL CLASSIFICATION
(23rd Edition) Used in the Bibliography

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>000 Computer science, information &amp; general works</th>
<th>300 Social sciences, sociology &amp; anthropology</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>010 Bibliographies</td>
<td>310 Statistics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>020 Library &amp; Information Sciences</td>
<td>320 Political sciences</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>030 Encyclopedias &amp; book of facts</td>
<td>330 Economics</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>040 (Unassigned)</td>
<td>340 Law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>050 Magazines, journals &amp; serials</td>
<td>350 Public administration &amp; military science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>060 Association, organizations &amp; museums</td>
<td>360 Social problems &amp; social services</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>070 News media, journalism &amp; publishing</td>
<td>370 Education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>080 Quotations</td>
<td>380 Commerce, Communications &amp; transport</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>090 Manuscripts and rare books</td>
<td>390 Customs, etiquette, folklore.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 100 Philosophy & psychology

| 110 Metaphysics                                | 400 Language                                    |
| 120 Epistemology                              | 410 Linguistics                                 |
| 130 Parapsychology & occultism                | 420 English & Old English languages              |
| 140 Philosophical school of thought           | 430 German & related languages                   |
| 150 Psychology                                | 440 French & related language                    |
| 160 Philosophical logic                       | 450 Italian, Romanian & related languages        |
| 170 Ethics                                    | 460 Spanish, Portuguese Galician                |
| 180 Ancient, medieval & eastern philosophy     | 470 Latin & Italian languages                    |
| 190 Modern Western philosophy                 | 480 Classical & modern Greek languages           |

### 200 Religion

| 210 Philosophy & theory of religion           | 490 Other languages                             |
| 220 Bible                                     | 491.41 Sindhi language                          |
| 230 Christianity                              | 491.42 Punjabi language                         |
| 240 Christian practice & observance           | 491.439 Urdu language                           |
| 250 Christian pastoral practice & religious order | 491.55 Persian language                       |
| 260 Christian organization, social work & worship | 491.59 Baluchi, Pushto, languages               |
| 270 History of Christianity                   | 491.7 Arabic Language                           |
| 280 Christian denominations                   |                                                |
| 290 Other religions                           |                                                |
| 297 Islam                                     |                                                |

### 500 sciences

| 510 Mathematics                               |                                                |
| 520 Astronomy                                 |                                                |
| 530 Physics                                   |                                                |
| 540 Chemistry                                 |                                                |
| 550 Earth sciences & geology                  |                                                |
| 560 Fossils & prehistoric life                |                                                |
| 570 Biology                                   |                                                |
| 580 Plants (Botany)                           |                                                |
| 590 Animals (Zoology)                         |                                                |
600 Technology
610 Medicine & health
620 Engineering
630 Agriculture
640 Home & family management
650 Management & public relations
660 Chemical engineering
670 Manufacturing
680 Manufacture for specific uses
690 Construction of building

700 Arts
710 Area planning & landscape architecture
720 Architecture
730 Sculpture, ceramics & metalwork
740 Graphic & decorative arts
750 Painting
760 Printmaking & prints
770 Photography, computer art, film, video
780 Music
790 Sports, games & entertainment

800 Literature & rhetoric & criticism
810 American literature in English
820 English & Old English literature
830 German & related literatures
840 French & related literatures
850 Italian, Romanian & related literatures
860 Spanish, Portuguese, Galician literature
870 Latin & Italic literature
880 Classical & modern Greek literatures
890 Other literatures

900 History
910 Geography & travel
920 Biography, genealogy
930 History of ancient world (to ca. 499)
940 History of Europe
950 History of Asia
951 History of China
952 History of Japan
953 History of Arabian Peninsula
953.3 History of Yemen
953.5 History of Oman & U.A.E
953.6 History of Persian, Gulf
State Class Qatar, Bahrain & Quait
953.8 History of Saudi Arabia
954 History of India
954.91 History of Pakistan
954.92 History of Bangladesh
955 History of Iran
956.1 History of Turkey & Cyprus
956.7 History of Iraq
956.91 History of Syria
956.92 History of Lebanon
956.94 History of Palestine
956.95 History of Jordan
958.1 History of Afghanistan
958.4 History of Soviet Central Asia
959.8 History of Malaysia
960 History of Africa
970 History of North America
971 History of Canada
973 History of USA
980 History of South America
990 History of other areas.
994 History of Australia
# LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
<th>Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Auth.</td>
<td>Author</td>
<td>Port</td>
<td>Portrait/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bibl.</td>
<td>Bibliography</td>
<td>Pref.</td>
<td>Preface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Co.</td>
<td>Company</td>
<td>Pt.</td>
<td>Part/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comp.</td>
<td>Compiler</td>
<td>Rev.</td>
<td>Revised/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Deptt.</td>
<td>Department</td>
<td>tr.</td>
<td>Revision</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ed.</td>
<td>Edition</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translated/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ill.</td>
<td>Illustration</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translation/</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jr.</td>
<td>Junior</td>
<td></td>
<td>Translator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ltd.</td>
<td>Limited</td>
<td>Vol.</td>
<td>Volume/(s)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>p.</td>
<td>Page/(s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

# LANGUAGE SYMBOLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Language Symbol</th>
<th>Language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A.</td>
<td>Arabic</td>
<td>P.</td>
<td>Punjabi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ba.</td>
<td>Baluchi</td>
<td>Pe.</td>
<td>Persian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Br.</td>
<td>Brahuvi</td>
<td>Pu.</td>
<td>Pushto</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E.</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>S.</td>
<td>Sindhi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G.</td>
<td>Gujarati</td>
<td>Sa.</td>
<td>Saraiki</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H.</td>
<td>Hindi</td>
<td>U.</td>
<td>Urdu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K.</td>
<td>Kashmiri</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(vii)
001.076 — General Knowledge — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

Encyclopedia of General Knowledge: for PMS, PCS, Zakat officer, Naib Tehsil Dars... — 5th ed.— Lahore : Bhatti Sons Publishers, 20-?— 702p. ; 23cm : Rs. 500 (LDE764)

Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad


Raza, Zeeshan Hasan


004.06 — Computer Science — Congresses


004.076 — Computer Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

Attique-ur-Rehman

Advanced Computer Science MCQs : for lecturer, assistant professor, subject specialist, CSS, PCS, PMS, M.A., BS honours, university entry tests, NTS and all other allied examinations.— Lahore : Advance AP Publishers, 2012.— 257p. ; 23cm : Rs.320 (LDE711)

Idrees, Muhammad

NTS NAT-IE Work Book : pre-engg computer science group / Muhammad Idrees.—Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.—320p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 300 (LDE811)

020.3 — Library Science — Encyclopedias


ISBN 978969845247 : Rs. 1850 (RRE4618-23) (PE67029)

020.602325491 — Pakistan Library Association — Congresses

Pakistan Library Association, Lahore

Proceedings of the Meeting of the Executive Council from January 1974 to February 1976.— Lahore : The Authority, 2011.— 93p. ; 30cm (CE65586)
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020.925491 — Librarians — Pakistan — Biography
Abdul Rahim Khan: life and works / comp. by Mumtaz A. Anwar.— Lahore: Knowledge and Information Management Academy, 2011.— 85p. ; 29cm (CE65585)

068.5491005 — Research Institutes — Pakistan — Periodicals
Jinnah Institute, Islamabad
Annual Report: Jinnah Institute.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2011.— 85p. ; 28cm (CE65001-02)

070.076 — Journalism — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Seemab Far Bukhari
Journalism: for CSS, PMS and all other relevant examinations.— Lahore: Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 208p. ; 23cm : Rs.250 (LDE758)

070.194 — Broad Cast Journalism
Mahmood Hussain
Radio Journalism.— Islamabad: National Book Foundation, 2012.— 380p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789693705614 : Rs.700 (CE65773)

070.44 — Columns (Newspaper)
Mir Jamil-ur-Rahman
The Best of MJR / Mir Jamil-ur-Rahman comp. by Ahmad Salim.— Islamabad: Yakut Jamil-ur-Rahman, 2011.— 331p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789698794033 : Rs.400 (CE64807-08)

070.44 — Newspapers — Selections, Columns, etc.
Vintage Cowasjee: a selection of writings from Dawn 1984-2011.— Karachi: Sama, 2012.— 773p ; 24cm
ISBN 9789698784737 : Rs.1650 (CE66565)

070.449613 — Journalism, Medical — Address, Essays, Lectures, etc.
Medical Writing: basic definitions and some useful information / ed. by Shaukat Ali Jawaid ; Masood Jawaid.— Karachi: Professional Medical Publications, 2012.— 35p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789698219178 : Rs.150 (CE65657)

079.088914305491 — Urdu Newspapers — Pakistan — Public Opinion
Mazhar Arif
Urdu Media Analysis from a Consumer's Perspective / Mazhar Arif ; Gulmina Bilal Ahmad.— Islamabad: Friedrich-Naumann-Stiftung für die Dreiheit, 2010.— 40p. ; 22cm
ISBN 97896999515194 (CE64079-81), (CE66283)
| 079.5491 — Press — Pakistan | English Media Analysis from a Consumer’s Perspective / Comp. by Gulmina Bilal Ahmad.— Islamabad : The Author, 2011.— 33p. ; 30cm ISBN 9789699582011 (CE66278) |
| 181.07092 — Philosophers, Muslim | Adamson, Peter The Philosophical Works of Al-Kindi / Peter Adamson ; Peter E. Pormann ed. by S. Nomanul Haq.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 363p.; 22cm ISBN 9780199062805 : Rs.995 (CE66186) |
200 — Religion
Syed, G. M.
Religion and Reality / G. M. Syed.— Lahore : Fiction House, 2012.— 210p. ; 24cm (RRE5385-90)

261.27 — Islam — Relations — Christianity
Troll, Christian W.
Muslims Ask Christians Answer / Christian W. Troll ; tr. by David Marshall.— Lahore : Multi Media Affairs, 2012.— 160p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789695960233 : Rs.400 (CE66340)

297 — Islam
Ikram Azam
Islamic Renaissance and Muhammad Asad.— Islamabad : The PFI and MVs, 2010.— 347p. ; 24cm : Rs.1000 (CE65351)

297.02 — Islam — Miscellanea
Schimmel, Annemarie
Rhine to Indus : collection of A. Schimmel's rare writings / Annemarie Schimmel ; ed. by M. Ikram Chaghatai.— Lahore : Pakistan Writers Cooperative Society, 2012.— 470p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789698460235 : Rs.590 (CE64631)

297.07 — Islam — Study and Teaching
Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad
Advanced Concepts in Islamic Studies / Muhammad Imtiaz Shahid.— Lahore : Advanced AP Publishers, 2011.— 676p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9695880711 : Rs.600 (LDE721)

Rehana Ashraf
Islamic Studies MCQs for CSS, PMS and All Other Relevant Examinations.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 2011.— 354p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695730973 : Rs.400 (LDE720)

297.076 — Islam — Study and Teaching — Guidebooks
Idrees, Muhammad
NTS NAT-110 Work Book : Oriental and Islamic studies group / Muhammad Idrees ; Saif-ur-Rehman Rana.—Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.—244p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 200 (LDE809)

297.09076 — Islamic History — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Salman Hanif
Islamic History : paper I and II for CSS.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 366p. ; 23cm : Rs.300 (LDE725)
297.0951 — Muslims — China — History
Shafi, Iqbal Mohammad.
Brief History of Muslims in China / Iqbal Muhammad Shafi— Islamabad : The Author, 20-?.— 23p. ; 22cm (CE65306)

297.1220 — Quran (Koran) — Concordances — Arabic — English
Miftah Al Qur'an ; student's diary.— Islamabad : Al Huda International Welfare Foundation, 20-?.— Pages Vary ; 22cm : Rs.65 (CE64759)

297.1224 — Quran (Koran) — Recitation
Sohail Bengali
Guidelines for a Hafiz / Sohail Bengali ; ed. by Moulana Ebrahim Muhammad.— Karachi : Zam Zam Publishers, 2010.— 62p. ; 18cm
ISBN 9789695830017 (CE64777)

297.1229 — Quran (Koran) — Selections
Selected Ayat of the Qur'an.— Islamabad : Al-Huda Publications, 2011.— 77p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789698665197 (CE65666)

297.1229 — Quran (Koran) — Sociology
Ata, Muhammad
Invisible Source of Light / Muhammad Ata.— Islamabad : Dost Publications, 2011.— 326p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694964140 : Rs.595 (CE64618)

297.124 — Hadith
ISBN 9789698448974 (CE66184)

297.14 — Domestic Relations (Islamic Law) — Pakistan
Muslim Family Laws / commentator Mian Muhammad Azhar.— Lahore : Kosar Law Publishers, 20-?.— Pages Vary ; 24cm : Rs.350 (PE67092)

297.14 — Inheritance and Succession — Islamic Law
Inheritance in Islam (Hanafi and Shia laws) / Commentator Imdad Hussain Minhas.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 2011.— 264p. ; 24cm : Rs.350 (PE67093)

297.14 — Islamic Law
Khalid Masud, Muhammad
The Significance of Istifta in the Fatwa Discourse / Muhammad Khalid Masud.— Islamabad : Islamic Research Institute, 2010.— 45p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789694083131 (CE64947)

Shariah, Justice and Islamic Law / commentator Anwar Baig Khan.— Lahore : Hassan Haider Books Publishers, 2011.— 319p. ; 24cm : Rs.650 (PE67096)
297.197 — Islamic Life
Irfan ul Haq
Allah-hu-Sammad.—Lahore : Baba Publishers, 2010.—206p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789698718084 : Rs. 525 (RRE5115-18)

297.1975 — Islam and Science
Muzaffar Iqbal
Perspectives on Islam and Science.— Lahore : Dost Publications, 2010.—300p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694963860 : Rs.475 (PE66952)

297.1977 — Islam and State
Islamabad Policy Research Institute, Islamabad
Islam and State : practice and perceptions in Pakistan and the contemporary muslim world / ed. by Maqsudul Hasan Nuri ; Muhammad Hanif and Muhammad Nawaz Khan.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2012.— 196p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9698721343 : Rs.350 (CE65310), (CE65110)

297.19785 — Islam and Labor
Shahzado Langah
Labour Management Relations in Islam.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 54p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171630 (CE64652), (CE64771)

297.211 — God (Islam)
Afaqi, Muhammad Iqbal
Knowledge of God / Muhammad Iqbal Afaqi.— Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 2011.— 489p. ; 23cm
ISBN 9789693703146 : Rs : 700 (PE66889), (CE66063)

297.24 — Hagar (Biblical Figure)
Chheenah, Muhammad Ashraf
Hagar : the princess, the mother of the Arabs and Ishmael, the father of twelve princes / Muhammad Ashraf Chheenah ed. by Abdus Sattar Ghauri.— Islamabad : I.S.R.C., 2012.— 273p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699704000 : Rs.350 (CE66341)

297.4 — Sufism — Islam
Irfan ul Haq
The Standard.— Lahore : Baba Publishers, 2010.— 216p. ; 24cm (RRE5391-94)

297.403 — Sufism — Dictionaries
Zauqi Shah, Syed Muhammad
The Encyclopedia of Sufism / Syed Muhammad Zauqi Shah ; tr. by Wahid Buksh Sial Rabbani and Qazi Muhammad Saeed.— Lahore : Talifat-e-Shaheedi, 2010.— 196p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789699512001 (CE66290)
297.40922 — Sufis — Islam

Islamic Sufism : an account of the mysterious lives of the great saints and mystics of Islam.— Lahore : Allied Book Company, 2012.— (3 Volume Set). (RRE6680-85), (RRE6656-61), (RRE6704-09)

297.4095491— Sufism — Pakistan

Kamran Ahmad

Tareeqat : 7 elements of living sufism in Pakistan.— Islamabad : Mehergarh Publications, 2011.— 88p. ; 24cm : Rs.350 (CE65598-99)

297.5 — Civil Rights — Islam

Israar, Muhammad

The Rights of the Neighbours / Muhammad Israar ; ed. by Afzal Hossen Elias.— Karachi : Zam Zam Publishers, 2010.— 80p. ; 22cm ISBN 9789695830079 (CE64778),(CE65590)

297.5 — Islamic Ethics

Ikram Azam

Discourse with Allah : Islami moral-spiritual-secular self-realization.— Islamabad : The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2010.— 344p. ; 22cm : Rs.500 (CE65354)

297.52 — Prayer — Islam


297.63 — Muhammad (S.A.W.) Prophet, 571-632

Bazlur Rehman Survery

Prophet Muhammad (Peace Be Upon Him) : birth to hijrat with details of Mount Thor / Bazlur Rehman Survery ; ed. by Zaineb Survery.— Karachi : Canvas Communications, 2012.— Pages Vary ; 22cm : Rs. 200 (CE66298)

297.8095491 — Sectarianism — Pakistan

Khaled Ahmed

Sectarian War : Pakistan’s Sunni-Shia violence and its links to the Middle East.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2011.— 369p. ; 22cm ISBN 9780195479560 : Rs.995 (PE66184), (CE64779)

300.76 — Social Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

Idrees, Muhammad

NTS NAT-IA Work Book : arts humanities sciences group / Muhammad Idrees ; Saif-ur-Rehman Rana.—Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.—364p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 300 (LDE808)

NTS NAT-IIA Work Book : arts and social sciences group / Muhammad Idrees.— Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.— 364p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 300 (LDE810)
301.076 — Sociology — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Kazmi, Salman Hameed
Sociology for CSS / Salman Hameed Kazmi.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 208p. ; 23cm
ISBN 9789695732052 : Rs.200 (LDE726)

Malik, M. Asif
Top Most 25 Expected Questions Sociology for C.S.S, P.M.S and all Other Competitive Exams / M. Asif Malik ; Tamkeen Anjum and Sami Naz.— Lahore : Publishers Emporium, 2011.— 352p. ; 21cm : Rs.250 (LDE716)

Zahid Saeed
Sociology : MCQ's and Viva Voce.— 3rd ed.— Lahore : Publishers Emporium, 2010.— 404p. ; 21cm : Rs.250 (LDE709)

302.2244095491 — Intercultural Communication — Pakistan
A Large White Crescent : readings in dialogue among civilization; the Pakistani Experience.— Lahore : Apa Publications, 2011.— 423p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699612008 : Rs. 675 (PE66950), (CE66339)

302.23 — Mass Media — Pakistan — Political Aspects
Michaelsen, Marcus
New Media vs. Old Politics : the internet, social media, and democratisation in Pakistan / Marcus Michaelsen.— Islamabad : Friedrich-Ebert-Stiftung, 2011.— 74p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699675003 (CE65653-55)

302.23076 — Mass Media — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Mass Communication for PMS : to the point.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?- 428p. ; 23cm : Rs. 300 (LDE761)

302.23095491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government
Zafar Iqbal
Mass Media, the Politics and the Politicians : a mismatched troika of Pakistan.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 234p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694171715 (CE64762)

302.235491 — Mass Media — Pakistan — Handbooks, Manuals, Etc.
Gulmina Bilal Ahmad
Handbook on and for Free Independent Responsible Media.— Islamabad : Individualland, 2010.— 73p. ; 30cm
ISBN 9789699515149 (CE63985-86), (CE63967), (CE66279)

303.6095491 — Violence — Pakistan
Jinnah Institute Pakistan
303.6095491 — Violence — Pakistan
Pak Institute for Peace Studies, Islamabad
Engaging Religious Scholars for Promotion of Peace.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 46p. ; 28cm (CE65099)

303.609549183 — Violence — Karachi (Pakistan) — Chronology
Trail of Tragedy : the chronology of violence in Karachi July 2010 - August 2011.— Islamabad : Strengthening Participatory Organization, 2011.— 36p. ; 29cm (CE65750)

304.6021095491 — Multan District (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborns, Islamabad
Multan : baseline household survey.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 45p. ; 28cm (CE65994-96)

304.60210954912 — Mansehra (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Manshehra District : baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 97p. ; 28cm (CE65841-43)

304.60210954912 — Swabi (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Yasir bin Nisar
Swabi District : baseline household survey / Yasir bin Nisar and Muhammad Ashraf.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 101p. ; 28cm (CE65844-46)

304.602109549122 — Mardan (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborns, Islamabad
Mardan District : baseline household survey key findings.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 46p. ; 28cm (CE65982-84)

Yasir bin Nisar
Mardan District : baseline household survey / Yasir bin Nisar and Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 93p. ; 28cm (CE65865-67)

304.602109549122 — Upper Dir (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Upper Dir District : baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 101p. ; 28cm (CE65829-31)

Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborn, Islamabad
Bhimber : baseline household survey.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 46p. ; 28cm (CE65997-99) (CE66038-39)
304.60210954913 — Sadhnoti (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborns, Islamabad
Sadhnoti : baseline household survey.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 46p. ; 28cm
(CE65991-93)

304.60210954914 — Dera Ghazi Khan (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Dera Ghazi Khan : baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 113p. ; 28cm
(CE65850-52)

304.60210954914 — Multan District (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Yasir bin Nisar
Multan District : baseline household survey / Yasir bin Nisar and Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 111p. ; 28cm
(CE65859-61)

304.60210954914 — Rajanpur (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Munir Afridi
Rajanpur District : baseline household survey / Munir Afridi and Muhammad Ashraf.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 99p. ; 28cm
(CE65862-64)

304.60210954914 — Vehari (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Vehari : baseline household survey.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 48p. ; 28cm
(CE65988-90)

304.602109549142 — Khanewal (Pakistan) — Population — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Khanewal District : baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad ; Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 119p. ; 28cm
(CE65799-01)

304.60210954915 — Gwadar (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Khan Mohammad
Gawadar District : baseline household survey / Khan Mohammad ; Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 115p. ; 28cm
(CE65805-07)

304.60210954915 — Kech (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Yasir bin Nisar
Kech District : baseline household survey / Yasir bin Nisar ; Irfan Masood and Muhammad Ashraf.— Islamabad : Population Council, 2010.— 119p. ; 28cm
(CE65820-22)
304.60210954915 — Khuzdar (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Khuzdar District: baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Muhammad Ashraf.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—97p.; 28cm (CE65817-19)

304.60210954915 — Zhob (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborns, Islamabad
Zhob District: baseline household survey key findings.—Islamabad: The Authority, 2010.—44p.; 28cm (CE65985-87)

304.60210954916 — Bahawalpur (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Bahawalpur District: baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—101p.; 28cm (CE65802-04)

304.60210954918 — Ghotki (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Yasir bin Nisar
Ghotki District: baseline household survey / Yasir bin Nisar and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—97p.; 28cm (CE65835-37)

304.60210954918 — Jacobabad (Pakistan) — Population — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Jacobabad District: baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—101p.; 28cm (CE65832-34)

304.60210954918 — Khairpur (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Pakistan Initiative for Mothers and Newborn, Islamabad
Khairpur: baseline household survey.—Islamabad: The Authority, 2010.—46p.; 28cm (CE65979-81)

304.60210954918 — Shikarpur (Pakistan) — Population — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Shikarpur District: baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—101p.; 28cm (CE6584749)

304.60210954918 — Sukkur (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Arshad, Muhammad Jamil
Sukkur District: baseline household survey / Muhammad Jamil Arshad and Irfan Masood.—Islamabad: Population Council, 2010.—117p.; 28cm (CE65838-40)
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304.602109549183 — Karachi (Pakistan) — Population — Statistics
Yasir bin Nisar
Karachi : Lyari, Orangi and Gadap towns baseline household survey / Yasir
bin Nisar ; Muhammad Ashraf and Irfan Masood.— Islamabad : Population
Council, 2010.— 129p. ; 28cm (CE65811-13)

304.605 — Birth Control — Periodicals
Achieving Global Results : annual report 2010.— Islamabad : Population
Council, 2011.— 44p. ; 24cm (CE66026-28)

305.4095491 — Minority Women — Pakistan — Social Conditions
Jivan, Jennifer Jag
Life on the Margins : a study on the minority women in Pakistan / Jennifer
Jag Jivan ; peter Jacob.— Lahore : National Commission for Justice and
Peace, 2012.— 86p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789699042119 (CE65014)

305.4095491 — Women — Discrimination Against — Pakistan
Shirkat Gah-Women's Resources Centre, Lahore
Commitments and Progress : a fifteen-year journey implementing the
Beijing platform for action / ed. by Shahina Hanif.— Lahore : The
Authority, 2011.—140p. ; 25cm (CE66049)

305.4095491 — Women in Development — Pakistan — Case-Studies
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Women of Substance.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2012.— 26p ; 26cm
(CE65052)

305.42 — Feminism
Asma Aftab
Gender Politics : falsifying reality.— Islamabad : EMEL Publications,
2011.— 196p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789699556012 : Rs.690 (CE66296-97)

305.42095491 — Sexual Harassment of Women — Pakistan
Fouzia Saeed
The Aasha Experience : a decade of struggle against sexual harassment in
Pakistan.— Islamabad : Mehergarh Research and Publications, 2011.—
220p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789699659072 (CE65594-95)

Working with Sharks : countering sexual harassment in our lives.— Lahore:
Sanjh Publications, 2012.— 438p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695930410 : Rs.995 (PE67013)
305.42095491—Women—Pakistan—Social Conditions
Rakhshinda Perveen
A Tax Break for Economic Freedom?: the case of divorced and never married (above 40 years) Pakistani Women....—Islamabad: Economic Freedom Network Pakistan, 2010.—146p.; 22cm
ISBN 9789699515019 (CE64747-49)

305.56095491—Minorities—Pakistan—Case Studies
Jinnah Institute, Islamabad
A Question of Faith: a report on the status of religious minorities in Pakistan.—Islamabad: The Authority, 2011.—70p.; 28cm (CE65007), (CE65008)

305.697094—Muslims—Europe—Attitudes
Perceptions of Islam and Muslims in Europe / Moonis Ahmar.—Islamabad: The Hanns Seidel Foundation, 2012.—160p.; 22cm
ISBN 97896918551230: Rs.500 (CE66546)

305.6971095491—Christians—Pakistan
Channan, James Father
Christian-Muslim Dialogue in Pakistan / Father James Channan.—Lahore: Multi Media Affairs, 2012.—144p.; 21cm
ISBN 9789695960240: Rs.400 (CE66343)

305.891593—Pushtuns—Northern Areas—Pakistan
Weinreich, Matthias
Pashtun Migrants in the Northern Areas of Pakistan / Matthias Weinreich.—Karachi: Oxford University Press 2011.—103p.; 24cm
ISBN 9780199062942: Rs.325 (CE64546)

306.09549183—Fishing Villages—Karachi (Pakistan)
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Women Weaving Wicker: a two-part case study of fishing communities of Karachi.—Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.—18p.; 24cm (CE64857)

306.3—Economics—Sociological Aspects
George, Robley E.
Introduction a Socioeconomic Democracy / Robley E. George.—Islamabad: The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2011.—137p.; 21cm: Rs.100 (CE65329)

306.7095491—Women—Violence Against—Pakistan—Prevention
Keeping Adrift: documenting best practices for addressing gender based violence from the platform of women friendly spaces.—Lahore: Shirkat Gah-Women Resource Centre, 2011.—111p.; 24cm (CE65473)
307.720605491005 — Rural Development — Pakistan — Association, Institutions etc — Periodicals

**National Rural Support Programme, Islamabad**

- Disaster Management and Outreach: 17th annual progress report 2010-2011.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2011.— 126p. ; 28cm (CE65791-92)

- Increasing the Voice of Women: 16th annual progress report 2009-2010.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2010.— 116p. ; 28cm (CE65785)

307.72095491 — Rural Development — Pakistan — Surveys

**National Rural Support Programme, Islamabad**

- Immediate Impact Assessment Survey of NRSP's Community Physical Infrastructure Projects.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2012.— 93p. ; 28cm (CE65797-98)

307.720954910722 — Rural Development — Pakistan — Case Studies

**Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad**

- Case Study: community physical infrastructure.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 11p. ; 22cm (CE64855)

- Foundations for Tomorrow: case study.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 20p. ; 22cm (CE64848)

- Here Comes the Pride...: case study.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 21p. ; 22cm (CE64850)

- Small Scale Community Physical Infrastructure: irrigation, drinking water and sanitation interventions in Punjab.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 49p. ; 28cm (CE64863)

- Tapping a New Resource Pool: case study.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 11p. ; 22cm (CE64853)

- Upgrading Lives: case study.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 14p. ; 22cm (CE64852)

320.076 — Political Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

**Adeel Niaz**

- Political Science Paper I and II: for CSS, PMS and all other relevant examinations / Adeel Niaz and Nawazish Ali.— Lahore: Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 256p. ; 23cm (LDE739)

**Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad**

- An Advanced Hand book of Political Science: for CSS, PMS, PCS and Degree Classes / Muhammad Imtiaz Shahid.— Lahore: Advance AP Publishers, 2010.— 1063p. ; 24cm

ISBN 9789699089602: Rs.600 (PE65927), (LDE729)
320.076 — Political Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Nawazish Ali
Political Science with Solved Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs) : for CSS, PMS and all other relevant examinations.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 248p. ; 23cm : Rs. 250 (LDE770)

Saif-ul-Haq, Mian M.
Caravan's Compendium of Political Science : for CSS, PMS and other competitive examinations / Mian M. Saif-ul-Haq.— Lahore : The Carvan Book House, 2010.— 673p. ; 24cm : Rs. 500 (LDE738)

320.082 — Leadership in Women
Jehangir Bader
Women Leadership : women leadership perspective testimony.— Lahore : TMB Publishers, 2010.— 304p. ; 24cm (RRE5373-78)

320.51 — Liberalism

320.51095491 — Pakistan — Politics and Government — 1947
Ahmad Salim

320.95491053 — Islamic Fundamentalism — Pakistan
Rana, Muhammad Amir
Radicalization in Pakistan / Muhammad Amir Rana ; Safdar Sial.— Islamabad : A Narratives Publication, 2012.— 173p. ; 22cm ISBN 9789699645082 : Rs.1000 (CE66190)

321.8095491 — Democracy — Pakistan

Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad
Assessment of the Quality of Democracy in Pakistan.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 96p. ; 28cm (CE65649-50), (CE65668-69)

322.1095610904 — Ataturk, Kemal, 1881-1938 — Political and Social Views
Bozdag, Ismet
322.5095491 — Civil Military Relations — Pakistan
Ayesha Siddiqa
Military Inc. : inside Pakistan's military economy.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2011.— 292p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780195475968 : Rs.795 (PE66984)

323.042095491 — Civil Society — Pakistan
Nikhat Sattar
Has Civil Society Failed in Pakistan?.— Karachi : Social Policy and Development Centre, 2011.— 30p. ; 29cm (CE65761-62)

323.044095491 — Human Rights — Pakistan
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Lahore
Budgeting for Rights : economy watch; the federal and provincial priorities 2011-12.— Lahore : The Authority, 2011.— 28p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789698324476 (CE64757)

323.044095491 — Human Rights — Pakistan — Case Studies
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Lahore
Perils of Faith : report of HRCP working group on communities vulnerable because of their beliefs.— Lahore : The Authority, 2011.— 36p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789698324483 (CE64758)

323.0440954915 — Human Rights — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — Serials
Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, Lahore
ISBN 9789698324544 (CE66282)

323.095491005 — Human Rights — Pakistan — Periodicals
ISBN 9789699042126 : Rs.100 (CE65013)

323.42095491 — Children's Right's — Pakistan — Associations, Institutions etc. — Periodicals
Pakistan : concluding observations of UN committee on the rights of the child on the implementation of United Nations convention on the rights of the child.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— Pages Vary ; 28cm (CE64835)

324.207 — Socialism
Ali Raza, Syed
Social Democratic System / Syed Ali Raza.— Lahore : Izhar sons, 2012.— 166p. ; 22cm (CE65614)
324.25491 — Political Parties — Pakistan

A Blue Print for Creating Think Tanks in Political Parties of Pakistan: civil-military relations, PILDAT discussion paper.— Islamabad : PILDAT, 2012.— 20p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695582886 (CE66280)

State of Electoral Reforms in Pakistan: 2nd quarter report, citizens monitoring report on the implementation of the ECP 5-year strategic plan as on March 31, 2012.— Islamabad : PILDAT, 2012.— 44p. ; 24cm (CE66285)

324.9549105 — Elections — Corrupt Practices — Pakistan — History

Khan, Iffat Humayun
Electoral Malpractices During the 2008 Elections in Pakistan / Iffat Humayun Khan.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2011.— 229p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9780199062829 : Rs.795 (LDE783)

325.4 — Emigration and Immigration — Europe

Mughal, Rashid Ahmed
ISBN 9789699801013 : Rs.499 (CE66573)

327.05 — International Relations — Serials

Perceptions : journal of international affairs / ed. by Saban Kardas.— Turkey : Center for Strategic Research, 2010.— 146p. ; 21cm (CE66289)

327.076 — International Relations — Examinations, Questions, etc.

Advanced Contemporary Affairs / ed. by Imtiaz Shahid Muhammad.— Lahore : Advanced AP Publishers, 2011.— 513p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9695880827 (LDE750)

Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad
International Relations: an introductory guide / Muhammad Imtiaz Shahid.— Lahore : Advanced AP Publishers, 2010.— 278p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699089040 : Rs.280 (LDE731)

Sanpal, M. Jahangir
International Relations: ideal for the students of CSS, IR and other exams / M. Jahangir Sanpal.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 492p. ; 23cm : Rs. 450 (LDE742)

327.076 — International Relations — Study Guides

Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad
An Advanced Study in International Relations: (subjective + MCQs) / Muhammad Imtiaz Shahid.— Lahore : Advanced Publishers, 2010.— 587p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789699089040 : Rs : 550 (LDE714)
327.0956 — Middle East — Strategic Aspects
Nazir Hussain
Strategic Dynamics of West Asia: a textbook for postgraduate studies.— Islamabad: Higher Education Commission, 2010.— 216p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171555 (CE64764)

327.20925491 — Diplomats — Pakistan — Autobiography
Jamsheed Marker
Quiet Diplomacy: memoirs of an Ambassador of Pakistan.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2010.— 448p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780195477795 : Rs.795 (CE64840)

327.401767109045 — Islamic Countries — Foreign Relation — Europe
Mowahid Hussain Shah
Will and Skill.— Lahore: Jumhoori Publications, 2012.— 696p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699739026 (CE66052)

327.54 — India — Foreign Policy
Tamimi, Muhammad Jahangir
Indian Foreign Policy: a critique / Muhammad Jahangir Tamimi; tr. by Muhammad Sohail.— Lahore: Centre for South Asian Studies, 2010.— 218p.; 28cm
ISBN 9789694710105 (CE65671)

327.5491 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — 1947-2009
ISBN 9780199060238 : Rs. 895 (RRE4827-32)

327.5491051 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — China — Congresses
60 Years of Pak-China Relations Landmarks, Trends and Approaches: proceedings of the conference held on April 10-11-2011.— Islamabad: Institute of Policy Studies, 2012.— 140p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694481050 (CE66548), (CE66551)

327.5491054 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — India — Congresses
Islamabad Dialogue: proceedings of the report ; held at Islamabad from 28th-29th April, 2011 / Comp. by Sehar Tariq.— Islamabad : Jinnah Institute, 2011.— 26p. ; 28cm (CE65003-04)

327.5491073 — Pakistan — Foreign Relations — United States
Jinnah Institute, Islamabad
Pakistan, the United States and the End Game in Afghanistan: perceptions of Pakistan's foreign policy elite / Comp. by Moed Yusuf ; Huma Yusuf and Salman Zaidi.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 54p. ; 28cm (CE65009-10)
327.73 — United States — Foreign Relations

Dator, Jim
The 21st Century International/American Imperialism and the PFI / Jim Dator.— Islamabad : The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2011.— 114p. ; 22cm : Rs.100 (CE65327)

Mujahid Kamran
The Grand Deception : corporate America and perpetual war.— Lahore : University of the Punjab, 2011.— 316p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699325076 (RRE5407-12)

328.09225491 — Legislators — Pakistan

Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad
ISBN 9789695582505 (CE65661)

328.33549102 — Senate — Pakistan — Debates

Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad
Score Card of the 15th Provincial Assembly of the Punjab : the three years March 12, 2008 - March 11, 2011.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 51p. ; 27cm
ISBN 9789695582206 (CE65662)

328.5491 — Legislation — Pakistan

Pakistan. Parliament
Score Card : 13th National Assembly of Pakistan the 3rd year March 17, 2010 - March 16, 2011.— Islamabad : PILDAT, 2011.— 65p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789695582206 (CE65663)

328.54914 — Legislative Process — Punjab (Pakistan)

Introduction to Punjab Government Rules of Business : briefing paper.— Islamabad : PILDAT, 2012.— 23p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695582671 (CE66286)

328.5491402 — Legislative Bodies — Punjab (Pakistan) — Debates

Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad
Score Card of the 15th Provincial Assembly of the Punjab : the first two years April 09,2008 – April 08, 2010.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 35p. ; 27cm
ISBN 9789695581728 (CE65665)

Score Card of the 15th Provincial Assembly of the Punjab : the third Parliamentary year April 09,2010 - April 08, 2011.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 54p. ; 27cm
ISBN 9789695582399 (CE65664)
328.68 — South Africa — Law and Legislation
Sylvester, Justin
Parliamentary Oversight of Defence : South Africa in the democratic Era / Justin Sylvester.—Islamabad : PILDAT, 2011.— 20p. ; 28cm (CE64511)

330.0605491 — Economic Societies — Pakistan — Research
Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, Islamabad
PIDE Research 2007-2010.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 132p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789694611440 (CE65603)

330.90511 — Globalization — Economic Aspects
Mughal, Rashid Ahmed
ISBN 9789699801020 : Rs. 499 (CE66574)

330.954005 — South Asia — Economic Conditions — Year-books
Human development in South Asia : food security in South Asia.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2011.— 167p. 28cm : Rs. 1050 (CE64789)

330.95491 — Economic Surveys — Pakistan
Household Integrated Economic Survey 2010-11.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 312p. ; 28cm (CE64690)

330.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions
Khan, Akhtar Hasan
Domestic Savings and the Financing of Economic Growth / Akhtar Hasan Khan.— Islamabad : National Book Foundation, 2010.— 259p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789693703610 : Rs.300 (CE66061)

Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
Pakistan Economic Survey 2012.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2012.— Pages Vary ; 28cm (CE65659-60)

Pakistan Economic Survey : highlights.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2012.— 11p. ; 28cm (CE65690)

Pakistan Economic Survey 2010-11.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 369p. ; 28cm (CE64657)

Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Driving Ambitions : case study.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 17p. ; 24cm (CE64854)
331.11095491 — Human Capital — Pakistan
Khilji, Bashir Ahmad
60 Years of Human Resource Development in Pakistan / Bashir Ahmad Khilji.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 283p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171616 (CE64770)

331.12095491 — Labor Supply — Pakistan — Case Studies
Irfan, Mohammad

331.310954910722 — Children Employment — Pakistan — Sources

331.62 — Emigrant Remittances
Mughal, Rashid Ahmed
Remittances in Multi-dimensional Perspective / Rashid Ahmed Mughal.— Karachi : Rahim Karim Printers, 2012.— 83p. ; 21cm
ISBN 97896999801006 : Rs. 399 (CE66575)

332.107 — Banks and Banking — Textbooks
Alam, Hassan Moeen
Money, Banking and Finance : for B.com (hons) and B.com (IT) / Hassan Moeen Alam.— Lahore : Syed Mobin Mahmud, 2012.— 337p. ; 23cm : Rs.200 (CE66332-33)

332.632042095491 — Stock Companies — Pakistan — Financial Statements
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi

332.7105491 — Rural Credit — Pakistan
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Client Attrition in Microfinance : experience and practice.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 80p. ; 28cm (CE64860)
Family Ties : case study.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 14p. ; 22cm (CE64849)

333.79076 — Energy — Examinations, Questions etc.
Samo, Saleem Raza
MCQ's in Energy and Environment (Objectives) / Saleem Raza Samo.— Nawabshah : Quaid-e-Awam University of Engineering, Science and Technology, 2012.— 159p. ; 23cm
ISBN 9789699718007 : Rs. 450 (CE65474)
333.79095491 — Energy — Pakistan — Environmental Aspects
Global Environmental Management Services, Karachi
Global Energy Infrastructure Limited and GEI Pakistan (Pvt.)Limited : environmental and social impact assessment for proposed LNG Terminal Project at Port Qasim Authority, Karachi (update report).— Karachi : The Authority, 2012.— Pages Vary ; 24cm (CE66050)

333.79095491 — Energy Consumption — Pakistan
Afia Malik
Power Crisis in Pakistan : a crisis in governance?.— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economic,2012.— 39p. ; 24cm (CE65601)

333.79095491005 — Energy Policy — Pakistan — Year-books
Pakistan. Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources, Hydrocarbon Development Institute, Islamabad
Pakistan Energy Yearbook /comp. by Arshad M. Sheikh.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 132p. ; 28cm (CE66044)

333.792314 — Solar Energy
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Renewable Energy : Solar.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 53p. ; 28cm (CE64864)

333.79414 — Biogas — Pakistan
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad.
Renewable Energy : biogas.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 28p. ; 28cm (CE64865)

333.794140954914 — Biogas — Punjab (Pakistan)
National Rural Support Programme, Islamabad

333.910095491 — Water-Supply — Pakistan — Congresses
World Water Day / ed. by S. M. A. Zaidi.— Lahore : Pakistan Engineering Congress, 2011.— 100p. ; 24cm ISBN 9789696030010 : Rs.100 (CE66569-71)

333.9406 — Electric Power Generation — Congresses
Power Generation Systems and Renewable Energy Technologies (PGSRET): proceedings of the conference; held at Islamabad from November. 29 to December 2, 2010 / ed. by M. Afzal Khan ; Ahmed Shuja Syed and Ghulam Yasin Chohan.— Islamabad : International Islamic University, 2010.— 427p. ; 28cm (CE64541)
336.27863095491 — Agriculture — Taxation — Pakistan
Pakistan Institute of Legislative Development and Transparency, Islamabad.
Tax on Agriculture Income : briefing paper.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 55p. ; 27cm (CE65667)

336.5491 — Finance, Public — Pakistan — Auditing — Periodicals
Pakistan. National Assembly Secretariat, Islamabad
Report of the Public Accounts Committee on the Accounts of the Federation.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 308p. ; 28cm (CE64886-87)

337 — International Economic Relations
Ikram Azam
International Political Economy : globalization and altruistic ethical economics.— Islamabad : The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2010.— 620p. ; 22cm : Rs.1000 (CE65332)

338.1407254914 — Droughts — Punjab — (Pakistan) — Economic Aspects
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Drought Mitigation and Preparedness Program : soon valley project.— Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?.— 34p. ; 26cm (CE64859)

338.1854914 — Milk Trade — Punjab (Pakistan)
National Rural Support Programme, Islamabad
Mid-Term Review of Milk Value Chain Project Vehari.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 38p. ; 28cm (CE65779-80)

338.476647095491 — Grain Post harvest — Pakistan
Irshad, Mohammad
Post Harvest Management of Cereal in Pakistan / Mohammad Irshad.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 188p. ; 24cm ISBN 9789694171692 (CE64761)

338.954 — Sustainable Development — South Asia

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi
Annual Report 2010-2011 : the state of Pakistan’s economy.— Karachi : The Authority, 2011.— 141p. ; 28cm (CE64589)

State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi
Annual Report 2010-11 : The state of Pakistan’s economy statistical supplement. Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 141p. ; 28cm (CE64588)
338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions

Zaidi, S. Akbar

ISBN 9780195979145 : Rs. 695

338.95491 — Pakistan — Economic Policy

Ayub Mehar

Impact of Privatisation Policy on Socioeconomic Development of Pakistan.— Islamabad : Economic Freedom Network Pakistan, 2010.— 96p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699515026

Gulmina Bilal Ahmad

Examining Privatisation in Pakistan 2006-2010.— Islamabad : Economic Freedom Network Pakistan, 2010.— 119p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699515002

Shakil Faruqi

Financial System and Economic Development - Pakistan.— Lahore : Lahore School of Economics, 2011.— 492p. ; 24cm : Rs. 1900
ISBN 9789698486099

Yousuf Nazar


338.95491 — Privatization — Pakistan

Gulmina Bilal Ahmad

Examining Privatisation in Pakistan 2006-2010.— Islamabad : Economic Freedom Network Pakistan, 2010.— 119p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699515002 (CE64490-93),(CE64750),(CE66300)

338.95491 — Technology and State — Pakistan

Jafar, S. M.

History of Development and Implementation of S and T Policy in Pakistan / S. M. Jafar ; Abdul Qayyum Kazi and M. M. Qureshi.— Islamabad : Pakistan Council for Science and Technology, 2011.— 170p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694570013 : Rs.450

338.95491005 — Economic Development Projects — Pakistan — Periodicals

Pakistan : country partnership strategy progress report 2010-2014.— Islamabad: World Bank Pakistan, 2012.— 68p. ; 29cm
338.95491005 — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — Serials
State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi

338.95491005 — Pakistan — Economic Policy — Associations, Institutions Etc — Periodicals
Pakistan. Economic Affairs Division, Islamabad
Year Book : Economic Affairs Division. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 64p. ; 24cm (CE66057)

338.954912 — Khyber Pakhtunkhwa (Former N.W.F.P.) — Pakistan — Economic Conditions — Serials
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa, Peshawar

338.954914 — Economic Development — Punjab (Pakistan) — 2012-2013
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore

338.954914005 — Punjab (Pakistan) — Economic Conditions — Serials
Beacon house National University, Lahore

339.46095491— Poverty Reduction Strategy — Pakistan
Arif, G. M.
Poverty Reduction in Pakistan : learning from the experience of China / G. M. Arif ; Shujaat Farooq. — Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 2012.— 44p. ; 24cm (CE65602)

340.59 — Women (Islamic Law) — Pakistan
Protection of Women (Criminal Laws Amendment) Act, 2006 : with hudood laws digest up to date case law 2010 / commentator Sheikh Muhammad Fahim. — Lahore : Hassan and Hadir, 2010.— Pages Vary ; 22cm : Rs.400 (PE67091)

340.59076 — Islamic Law — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Aatir Rizvi
Muslim Law and Jurisprudence. — Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 420p. ; 23cm : Rs.450 (LDE747)

341.235491 — United Nations — Pakistan — Serials
United Nations System, Islamabad
One UN Program : annual report 2010. — Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 172p. ; 28cm (CE64651)
342.546029 — Jammu and Kashmir (Occupied by India) — Politics and Government
Noorani, A. G.
ISBN 9780199065080 : Rs.1050 (CE64787)

342.549103 — Pakistan — Constitution — 1973 — Amendments
The Eighteenth Amendment in the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Pakistan Implications, Opportunities and Challenges.— Islamabad : United Nation Development Programme, 2011.— 38p. ; 28cm (CE64645-47)

342.5491064168 — Administrative Courts — Pakistan
Hamid Khan
ISBN 9780199064564 : Rs.495 (CE66551)

342.5491068 — Civil Service — Pakistan — Law and Legislation
Combined Set of F.R. and S.R.— Lahore : Pakistan Service Law Publications, 2010.— Pages vary ; 24cm : Rs.600 (PE67113)

342.5491076 — Constitutional Law — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Adeel Niaz
Constitutional Law : for CSS.— Lahore : Jahangir Books, 20-?- .— 149p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695731246 : Rs.150 (LDE746)

Malik, M. Asif
Constitutional Law : top most 25 expected questions for C.S.S., P.M.S., and all other competitive exams / M. Asif Malik.— Lahore : Publishers Emporium, 2010.— 272p. ; 21cm : Rs.200 (LDE773)

342.5491083 — Immigration and Immigrations — Law — Pakistan

343.545520542 — Real Property Tax — India — Punjab
The Punjab Settlement Manual with Notes / commentator James M. Douie.— Lahore : Law Book Land, 2010.— 436p. ; 24cm : Rs.500 (PE67056)

343.5491011 — Insurance — Law and Legislation — Pakistan
Manual of Insurance Laws / ed. by Zahid Mahmood.— Lahore : National Law Book House, 20-?- .— Pages vary ; 24cm : Rs.750 (PE67058)
343.5491052 — Income Tax — Law — Pakistan
Pakistan (Law Etc)

343.5491057 — Stamp Duties — Pakistan

343.549107 — Commercial Law — Pakistan
Amjad Saeed, Khawaja
Mercantile and Industrial Laws of Pakistan / Khawaja Amjad Saeed.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2012.— 212p.; 24cm
ISBN 9780199067626: Rs. 300 (CE66347)

343.54910772 — Public Utilities — Law and Legislation — Pakistan

343.5491093 — Traffic Regulations — Pakistan

343.5491099 — Mass Media — Law And Legislation — Pakistan
ISBN 9789699185021 (PE67053)

344.54910356 — Prisoners — Legal Status, Laws, Etc. — Pakistan — Guide-books

344.5491044 — Mental Health Laws — Pakistan

344.5491046 — Environmental Law — Pakistan
Environmental Pollution Laws in Pakistan / commentator Muhammad Mumtaz Faridi.— Lahore: Imran Law Book House, 2011.— 581p.; 24cm: Rs.800 (PE67059)
344.5491407862 — Educational Law and Legislation — Punjab (Pakistan)  
Punjab Education Code : (English and Urdu).— Lahore : Pakistan Publishing House, 20-?.— 143+92p. ; 24cm : Rs.230 (PE67118)

345.0256 — Libel and Slander — Pakistan  
Law of Defamation and Malicious Prosecution : (civil and criminal) / commentator M. Farani.— Lahore : National Law Book House, 20-?.— 616p. ; 24cm : Rs.750 (PE67126)

345.4910354 — Land Taxation — Pakistan — Law  
Manual of Land Revenue Laws in Pakistan : (alongwith all relevant acts and rules) / commentator Muhammad Naseem Ch.— Lahore : Manzoor Law Book House, 2011.— 1018p. ; 24cm : Rs.1500 (PE67054)

345.54052 — Criminal Investigation — India  
Sharma, B. R.  

345.549102 — Pakistan Control of Narcotic Substances Act, 1997  
Comments on Control of Narcotic Substances Act, 1997 / commentator Ishfaq Ali.— 3rd ed.— Lahore : Al-Noor Law Book House, 2011.— 856p. ; 24cm : Rs.1500 (PE67077)

345.5491026 — Law — Pakistan — Terminology  
Legal Terms Words and Phrases : as interpreted by August superiors courts of Pakistan and India since 1947, fulfilling requirements of every law practioner / commentator Monir Ahmed Khan.— Lahore : Hassan and Haider Law Book Publisher, 20-?.— 470p. ; 24cm (PE67121)

345.54910268 — Political Corruption — Pakistan — Prevention  

National Accountability Ordinance, 1999 : with National Accountability Bureau (recovery and reward) rules, 2002 / commentator M. Asad Manzoor Butt.— Lahore : Punjab Law Book House, 2010.— 91p. ; 24cm : Rs.150(PE67050)

345.5491051 — Court Rules — Pakistan  
The Supreme Court Rules, 1980 / comp by Muhammad Aslam.— Lahore : Manzoor Law Book House, 2011.— 108p. ; 24cm : Rs.300 (PE67111)

345.5491056 — Bail — Pakistan — Digests  
Bail Referencer 2007-2011 : select rulings on bail and bail digest / commentator Noor Alam Khan Lahore : Al-Shamas Law Book House, 2012.— 415p. ; 24cm : Rs.700 (PE67127)
346.07 — Business Law — Study and Teaching
Cheema, Khalid Mehmood
Business Law : for B.Com, MBA, ACMA and CA Students / Khalid Mehmood Cheema.— Lahore : Syed Mobin Mahmud, 2012.— 361p. ; 23cm : Rs. 225 (CE66328-29)

346.082 — Check (Cheques) — Fraud — Pakistan — Digests
Mughal, Munir Ahmad
Civil and Criminal Remedies Against Dishonour of Cheque / Munir Ahmad Mughal ; Muhammad Khurram and Muhammad Hammad Munir.— Lahore : Muneeb Book House, 2011.— 564p. ; 24cm : Rs.600 (LDE788)

346.540438 — Recording and Registration — India
The Registration Act (XVI of 1908) / commentator Zahid Mahmood.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 20-?.— 408p. ; 24cm : Rs.700 (PE67082)

346.5491 — Government Purchasing — Law and Legislation — Pakistan

346.5491 — Legislation — Pakistan
The Manual of Societies Registration Laws in Pakistan with Model Forms : (with all amendments up to date case laws) / Commentator Chaudhry Salman Zahoor.— Lahore : Imran Law Book House, 20-?.— 444p. ; 24cm (PE67081)

346.54910082 — Financial Services Industry — Law and Legislation — Pakistan — Case Studies
Banking Mohtasib Pakistan, Karachi
Selected Case Studies.— Karachi : The Authority, 2011.— 161p. ; 26cm (CE65589)

346.5491015 — Domestic Relations — Pakistan
Complete Family Laws in Pakistan / commentator M. Farani.— 3re rev. ed.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 20-?.— 1200p. ; 24cm (PE67105)

346.5491015 — Marriage Law — Pakistan
Zafar, Emmanuel
Christian Marriage and Divorce / Emmanuel Zafar.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 20-?.— 369p. ; 24cm : Rs.400 (PE67094)

346.5491042 — Right of Property — Pakistan
346.5491043 — Farm Management — Pakistan — Records and Correspondence


346.54910434 — Tenant Farmers — Pakistan — Law and Legislation


346.549104344 — Rent Control — Pakistan


346.54910436 — Homestead Law — Pakistan

Khan, Dost Muhammad

Wajid-ul-Arz / Dost Muhammad Khan ; commentator Umar Zarin Khattak.— Lahore : Al-Shams Law Book House, 2011.— 142p. ; 24cm : Rs.300 (PE67066)

346.549104362 — Pre-Emption — Punjab (Pakistan)

The Punjab Pre-Emption Act, 1991 : amendments and case-law up to date / commentator Syed Nadeem Raza.— Lahore : Punjab Law Book House, 2010.— 247p. ; 24cm : Rs.400 (PE67084)

346.54910467502632 — Forestry — Law and Legislation — Pakistan


346.549104818 — Trade Marks — Pakistan — Hand-books, Manuals etc.

Zahid Mahmood


346.5491052 — Inheritance and succession — Pakistan

A Comprehensive and Exhaustive commentary on the Succession Act, 1925 / commentator Bashir Ahmad Qureshi.— Lahore : Omer Law Book House, 2011.— 876p. ; 24cm : Rs.1200 (PE67112)
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Call Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Place of Publication</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>346.5491052</td>
<td>Inheritance and succession — Pakistan</td>
<td>Zafar, Emmanuel</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Eastern Law Book House, 20-?</td>
<td>451p ; 24cm</td>
<td>(PE67095)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.5491064</td>
<td>Waqf — Pakistan</td>
<td>Manual of Waqf Laws in Pakistan</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Four Star Publishers, 2011</td>
<td>179p ; 24cm : Rs.300</td>
<td>(PE67100)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.5491066</td>
<td>Corporation — Law and Legislation — Pakistan</td>
<td>The Companies Ordinance (XLVII of 1984) with Rules</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Nadeem Law Book House, 2010</td>
<td>1280p ; 24cm : Rs.1600</td>
<td>(PE67122)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.54910682</td>
<td>Partnership — Pakistan</td>
<td>The Partnership Act, 1893</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Nadeem Law Book House, 2012</td>
<td>306p ; 24cm : Rs.360</td>
<td>(PE67088)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.54910682</td>
<td>Partnership — Pakistan</td>
<td>The Partnership Act, 1932 : amendments and case-law up-to-date</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Punjab Law Book House, 2010</td>
<td>213p ; 24cm : Rs.300</td>
<td>(PE67087)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.5491074</td>
<td>Bank Loans — Law and Legislation — Pakistan</td>
<td>Financial Institutions (Recovery of Finances) Ordinance, 2001 : with latest important rulings up-to 2010</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Punjab Law Book House, 2010</td>
<td>171p ; 22cm ; Rs.300</td>
<td>(PE67101)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>346.5491082</td>
<td>Banking Law — Pakistan</td>
<td>Encyclopedia on Banking Laws</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
<td>Al-Noor Law Book House, 2010</td>
<td>Page vary ; 24cm</td>
<td>(PE66561-62),(PE67068-69)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
346.549143607 — Negotiable Instruments — Pakistan
Negotiable Instruments Act, (xxvi of 1881) : with Brief comments / commentator M. G. Hussain.— Lahore : Key Law Reports (KLR) Publications, 2010.— 201p. ; 24cm : Rs.400 (PE67128)

347.549101 — Courts — Pakistan
The West Pakistan Civil Courts Ordinance, 1962 : with all amendments and latest cases laid and other relevant laws up-to-date / commentator Mohammad Irfan-ul-Haq.— Lahore : Al-Haw Law Publishers, 2011.— 212p. ; 24cm : Rs.350 (PE67086)

347.549102 — Judges — Pakistan — Guidebooks
Comprehensive Legal Guide for Additional District and Sessions Judges and Assistant / Deputy District Attorneys...... / comp. by S.A. Mehdi.— Lahore : Kausar Law Book Publishers, 201-?-.— 1077p. ; 22cm : Rs.1500 (PE67125)

347.549105 — Justice, Administration of — Pakistan

Anwar-ul-Haq, Sh.

347.5491052 — Limitation of Action — Pakistan
Pakistan. (Laws etc.) Supreme Court on Limitation Act, 1908 : with all amendments and up-to-date Supreme Court case law / commentator Ishfaq Ali.— Karachi : Karachi Law House, 2011.— 610p. ; 24cm (PE67076)

347.5491075 — Cross-Examination — Pakistan — Case Studies
Key to Cross Examination : up-to-date law on cross examination with related question on subject in English and Urdu / commentator Muhammad Ali Saif.— Lahore : Hassan and Haider Law Books Publishers, 20-?-.— 772p. ; 24cm : Rs.1250 (PE67074)

347.5491077 — Costs (Laws) — Pakistan
The Law of Court-Fees and Suits Valuation : with all amendments and latest case law / commentator Jahangir Ahmad Bhatti.— Lahore : Imran Law Book House, 2010.— 456p. ; 24cm : Rs.600 (PE67085)

347.5491077 — Injunctions — Pakistan
Law of Injunctions / commentator M. Farani.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 2011.— 718p. ; 24cm : Rs.900 (PE67083)
347.549112 — Court Administration — Pakistan

The Law of Quashment: (inherent powers of high court under section 561-A CrPC) / commentator Sahibzada Masud ul Hassan Khan.— Lahore : Gulnar Law Bureau, 2011.— 95p. ; 24cm : Rs.250 (PE67124)

347.54914205 — District Courts — Pakistan — Islamabad

Pakistan. (Law Etc.)

Islamabad High Court Act, 2010 : practice and procedure with high court rules (O.S) / commentator Arshad Zaman Kayani.—Islamabad : Islamabad Law Book House, 2011.— 710p. ; 24cm : Rs.1200 (PE67048)

347.82077 — Damages — Pakistan

Law Relating to Damages and Compensation / commentator M. Farani.— Lahore : Nadeem Law Book House, 20-?.—552p. ; 24cm : Rs.800 (PE67051)

348.5419023 — Law — Pakistan

The Trusts Act, 1882 : (amendments and case-law up-to-date) / commentator Hamood-ur-Rehman Awan.— Lahore : Punjab Law Book House, 2010.— Pages vary ; 24cm : Rs.250 (PE67080)

348.5491024 — Local Laws — Pakistan


351.00076 — Public Administration — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

Adeel Niaz

Public Administration : for CSS, PMS and all other relevant examinations / Adeel Niaz and Nawazish Ali.— Lahore : The Author, 20-?.— 210p. ; 23cm : Rs.200 (LDE745)

351.0073095491 — Decentralization in Government — Pakistan

Babar Sattar

18th Constitutional Amendment and Devolution of Labour Ministry : briefing paper.— Islamabad : PILDAT, 2011.— 24p. ; 28cm (CE64512)

351.12 — Finance, Public — Law and Legislation — Pakistan

Compendium of Pension Rules and Orders with Notifications / Commentator S. A. Abid and S. A. Haider.— Lahore : Pakistan Service Law Publications, 2010.— 364p. ; 24cm : Rs.500 (PE67115)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Classification</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
<th>Edition</th>
<th>Publisher</th>
<th>Pages</th>
<th>Price</th>
<th>ISBN</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>351.13244 — Pakistan — Official and Employees — Regulations</td>
<td>The Civil service regulations (C.S.R) with Appendices</td>
<td>Hamid Ali and Zaka Ali</td>
<td></td>
<td>Karachi : The Ideal Publishers</td>
<td>431</td>
<td>Rs. 600</td>
<td>LDE787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.722009549 — Budget — Pakistan — Law and Legislation</td>
<td>Defence Budget and the Parliament : briefing and discussion Thursday, June 17, 2010</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamabad : PILDAT</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
<td>CE64513</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.722095491 — Pakistan — Appropriation and Expenditure — Law and Legislations</td>
<td>How to Effectively Participate in Parliamentary Budget Debate?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamabad : PILDAT</td>
<td>51</td>
<td></td>
<td>CE64509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.75405 — Earthquake Reconstruction and Rehabilitation</td>
<td>Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamabad : The Authority</td>
<td>53</td>
<td></td>
<td>CE64828</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.824205 — Water and Power Development Authority — Pakistan — Serials</td>
<td>Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamabad : The Authority</td>
<td>269</td>
<td></td>
<td>CE64819</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>351.8642095491 — National Highway Authority — Pakistan — Serials</td>
<td>Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Islamabad : The Authority</td>
<td>138</td>
<td></td>
<td>CE64826</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
351.87405 — Telecommunication — Pakistan — Serials
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
Audit Report on the Accounts of Telecommunication Sector.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 64p. ; 24cm (CE64820)

352.054915 — Local Government — Baluchistain (Pakistan)
Shah, Mahmood Ali

354.5491006 — Ministry of Petroleum — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
Audit Report on the Accounts of Receipts of Ministry of Petroleum and Natural Resources.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 32p. ; 26cm (CE64145), (CE64827)

354.5491006 — Pakistan — Foreign Office — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad.
Audit Report on the Accounts of Ministry of Foreign Affairs.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 160p. ; 26cm (CE64143), (CE64821)

354.5491006 — Pakistan — Ministry of Defence — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
Audit Report on the Accounts of Defence Services.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 120p. ; 26cm (CE64146), (CE64831)

354.549100722 — Budget — Pakistan
Pakistan. Finance Division, Islamabad
Federal Budget : Annual budget statement.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011— 31p. ; 23cm (CE64666)

Federal Budget : Budget in brief.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 45p. ; 23cm (CE62057), (CE64660)

Federal Budget : estimates of foreign assistance.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011 9p. ; 24cm (CE64665)

Federal Budget : explanatory Memorandum on Federal Receipts.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2012.— 91p. ; 23cm (CE65689)

Federal Budget : medium term budgetary statement 2011-12 - 2013-14.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 15p. ; 24cm (CE64661)

Federal Budget : demands for grants and appropriations.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011— 71p. ; 24cm (CE64659)

Federal Medium Term Budget Estimates for Service Delivery 2011-14.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 247p. ; 28cm (CE64658)
354.549100722 — Planning — Pakistan — Periodicals
(CE64663), (CE64816-18)

354.5491007232 — Pakistan — Appropriations and Expenditure — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
(CE64141), (CE64822)

354.549100724 — Pakistan — Ministry of Finance — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
(AE64824)
(CE64833)

354.54910076 — Civil Service — Pakistan — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
(LDE759)

(LDE760)

(LDE722)

354.54910076 — Civil Service — Punjab (Pakistan) — Examinations, Questions Etc.
PMS : complete syllabus (compulsory and optional) with past papers for combined competitive examination / copm. by Adeel Niaz. — Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?. — 305p. ; 22cm : Rs.250
(LDE708)
PMS Provincial Management Service Guide : compulsory subjects (subjective and objective). — Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-? — Pages vary ; 23cm : Rs. 650.00
(LDE724)

354.5491008 — Government Business Enterprises — Pakistan — Periodicals
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
(CE64829)
354.5491008 — Pakistan — Ministry of Zakat and Ushr — Auditing
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad
Audit Report on the Accounts of Islamabad Zakat and Ushr Committee ICT
Islamabad.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 28p. ; 26cm
(CE64142), (CE64823)

354.54910109 — Civil Service — Pakistan — History
Aminullah Chaudry

Kiran Khurshid
A Treatise on the Civil Service of Pakistan : the structural-functional history (1601-2011).— Lahore : Civil Service of Pakistan, 2011.— 342p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789699572005   (PE66493-97)

354.549106 — Capital Development Authority — Islamabad — Pakistan — Periodicals
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad.
Special Audit Report on the Accounts of Capital Development Authority Cabinet Division Government of Pakistan.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2010.— 72p. ; 24cm
(CE64825)

354.549106 — Pakistan — Ministry of Petroleum — Serials
Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad

354.5491400722 — Budget — Punjab (Pakistan)
Punjab. Finance Department, Lahore
Annual Budget Statement : 2012-2013.— Lahore : The Authority, 2012.— 67p. ; 28cm   (CE66067)

354.549140076 — Civil Service — Punjab (Pakistan) — Examination, Questions etc.
Doger’s Testmaster Tehsildar (subjective + objective guide) / Comp. by Waqar Hussain ; Saif-ur-Rehman Rana.— Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2012.— Pages Vary ; 22cm   (PE66957)

354.5491800722 — Budget — Sindh (Pakistan)
Sindh. Finance Department, Karachi
Budget Speech 2012-2013 by Murad Ali Shah, for Finance.— Karachi : The Authority, 2012.— Pages vary ; 28cm   (CE66042)
355.0095491 — Pakistan — Armed Forces — Recruiting and Enlisting
Bhatti, Muhammad Arshad
On-Line PMA long and graduate Course : on-line testing system / Muhammad Arshad Bhatti and Muhammad Iqbal Bhatti.— Lahore : Bhatti Sons Publishers, 20-?.— 511p. ; 22cm (LDE775)

PMA : Pakistan Military Academy long course / graduate course catering all the needs of candidates.— Lahore : Jahangir Books, 20-?.— 481p. ; 23cm (LDE713)

355.622095491 — Pakistan — Armed Forces — Appropriations and Expenditures
Pakistan. Ministry of Defense, Islamabad
Federal Appropriation Accounts of the Defence Services for the year 2009-2010.— Islamabad : The Authority, 2011.— 34p. ; 25cm (CE64922)

355.709549142 — Fortification — Rawalpindi (Pakistan)
Parvaiz Habib Ullah
Pearl of Potohar : Rohtas Fort (peer review of history, brass tacks of architecture and research on its environment).— Mirpur (AJK) : Mirpur University of Science and Technology, 2010.— 96p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789698674083 : Rs.350 (CE65047)

358.450942 — Aerial Observation (Military Science) — Great Britain — History
Cheema, Aamir Mushtaq (Major)
Royal Air Observation Post : Auster Era 1936- evolution and campaigns / Major Aamir Mushtaq Cheema.— Islamabad : Verve Communication, 2012.— 228p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699246012 : Rs.550 (CE66276)

359.00925491 — Zahid Hasnain, Syed (Admiral) — Autobiography
Zahid Hasnain, Syed
Odyssey of a Sailor / Syed Zahid Hasnain.— Karachi : Sama Editorial and Publishing Services, 2012.— 260p. ; 23cm
ISBN 9789698784713 : Rs.975 (CE64655)

361.3076 — Social Work — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Afshan Salman
Social Works for PMS.— Lahore : Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 363p. ; 23cm : Rs.300 (LDE765)

361.37095491 — Participatory Rural Organizations — Pakistan
Strengthening Voices.— Islamabad : Strengthening Participatory Organization, 2010.— 71p. ; 20cm (CE65748),(CE65753)

361.61095491 — Quality of Life — Pakistan — Case Studies
Nasir, Zafar Mueen
Economic and Social Impact of Financial Crisis on Households : a case study of Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Nepal / Zafar Mueen Nasir.— Islamabad : Pakistan Institute of Development Economics, 2011.— 63p. ; 24cm (CE65604)
361.763095491 — Non-Government Organizations — Pakistan — Serials
Hashoo Foundation, Islamabad
Hashoo Foundation: Annual report 2010-11.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2012.— 46p. ; 29cm (CE66281)

362.105491 — Health Services Administration — Pakistan
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad
Cost Effective Quality Healthcare: unraveling the paradox.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2010.— 112p. ; 28cm (CE64862)

362.10722 — Health Care — Pakistan — Case Studies
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund, Islamabad.
Saving Lives: case study.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 23p. ; 22cm (CE64851)

362.11 — Clinical Medicine — Handbooks, Manuals Etc.
A Hand Book of Hospital Medicine / ed. by Saeed Ullah Shah; Lindsay Hyde.— Islamabad: Shifa Publications, 2012.— 191p. ; 16cm
ISBN 9789699767005: Rs.300 (CE66064-65)

362.19820095491 — Maternal Health Services — Pakistan
Arshad Mahmood

Assessing the Potential Acceptability of a New of Community Midwives for Pregnancy and Related Care in Rural Pakistan: findings from a qualitative study.— Islamabad: Population Council/USAID, 2010.— 51p. ; 28cm (CE65964-66)

Assessment of Knowledge and Attitude of Married Women on Maternal and Newborn Health (MNH) in Selected Union Councils of Project Districts.— Islamabad: Population Council/USAID, 200?-.— 19p. ; 28cm (CE66029-31)

362.40711 — Community Based Rehabilitation Programme — Text-books
Allama Iqbal Open University, Islamabad
Community Based Rehabilitation of People with Disabilities: M.A (special education) code 693.— Islamabad: The Authority, 20-?.— 416p. ; 24cm (CE65095)

362.760605491 — Children — Pakistan — Social Conditions —Associations, Institutions, etc.– Serials
362.76095491 — Child Sexual Abuse — Pakistan — Statistics

Cruel Numbers 2011: A compilation of statistics on child sexual abuse cases in Pakistan.— Islamabad: Sahil, 2011.— 36p. ; 24cm (CE65676-78)

Manizeh Bano

A Hidden Reality Unveiled: public perceptions on child sexual abuse.— Islamabad: Shil, 20-?. — 24p. ; 24cm (CE65673-75)

362.87095491 — Afghan Refugees — Pakistan

Khan, Mohammed Bhehzad

The Legal Environment in Pakistan for Registered Afghans / Mohammed Bhehzad Khan.— Islamabad: Community Appraisal and Motivation Programme, 2012.— 376p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789699595340 (CE64691)

363.19264 — Food Security — Pakistan

Food security: through efficient agriculture production of small farmers (women and men) in Pakistan 2010-11.— Islamabad: Oxfam Novib, 2012.— 33p. ; 28cm (CE65313-14)


Imtiaz Shahid, M.

ISBN 9789695880784: Rs. 550 (RRE4767-71)

363.2332076 — Traffic Police — Pakistan — Guide-books, etc

Imtiaz Shahid, M.

ISBN 9785880778 : Rs.550 (RRE4772-76)

363.320954913 — Terrorism — Gilgit-Baltistan (Pakistan)

Feyyaz, Muhammad

Sectarian Conflict in Gilgit-Baltistan: background paper / Muhammad Feyyaz.— Islamabad: PILDAT, 2011.— 20p. ; 28cm (CE64510)

363.325072 — Terrorism — Islamic Countries — Psychological Aspects — Case Studies

Unaiza Niaz

Wars, Insurgencies, and Terrorist Attacks: a psychosocial perspective from the Muslim world.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2011.— 364p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9780199060139 : Rs.1050 (CE66337)

363.325095491 — Terrorism — Pakistan — Prevention

Reviewing the Decade Long Counter-Terrorism Struggle.— Islamabad: Individual, 2011.— 47p. ; 22cm (CE66346)
363.34922 — Flood Forecasting — Congresses
International Training Workshop for Stakeholders capacity Building in Flood Warning and Management (2011 : Islamabad, Pakistan)
Strategic Strengthening of Flood Warning and Management Capacity of Pakistan: proceedings of the International Training Workshop; held at Islamabad from 20-23 December, 2011 / ed. by Kamran Akhtar; Hamza Farooq Gabriel and Aftab Sadiq.— Islamabad: National University of Science and Technology, 2012.— 702p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789698535094 (CE64585)

363.3493095491 — Flood Control — Pakistan — Congresses
International Training Workshop for Stakeholders Capacity Building in Flood Warning and Management (2011 : Islamabad, Pakistan)
Strategic Strengthening of Flood Warning and Management Capacity of Pakistan: proceedings of the workshop; held at Islamabad from 20-23 December, 2011 / ed. by Kamran Akhtar; Hamza Farooq Gabriel; Shahbaz Khan and Aftab Sadiq.— Islamabad: Nust Institute of Civil Engineering, 2011.— 702p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789698535094 (CE64775)

Symposium on International Workshop on Floods in Pakistan (2011 : Lahore, Pakistan)
Floods in Pakistan-2010 (Lesson Learnt and Way Forward): proceedings of the Symposium; held at Lahore on March 2011.— Lahore: Pakistan Engineering Congress, 2011.— 266p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789696030119 : Rs.500 (CE66562)

363.3493095491 — Floods — Pakistan — Economic Impacts
Jinnah Institute, Islamabad
Pakistan at Risk: Challenges and opportunities after flood September-October 2010.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2010.— 52p. ; 28cm
(CE65005-06)

363.34936095491 — Flood Damage — Pakistan
Moving from Disasters to Development (a selection of articles on flood disaster).— Islamabad: Strengthening Participatory Organization, 20-?— 25p. ; 29cm
(CE65752)

363.61 — Water Use
Equity and Inclusion: a rights-based approach.— Islamabad: Water Aid International Programme, 2010.— 32p. ; 28cm (CE65096)

363.7284 — Sewage Disposal in the Ground — Punjab (Pakistan)
Safe Wastewater Disposal: options for Punjab.— Lahore: The Urban Sector Policy and Management Unit, 2010.— 71p. ; 28cm
ISBN 97896999508172 (CE65312)
363.73095491 — Environmental Pollution — Pakistan — Prevention
Abdul Ghafoor
Environment Pollution: types, sources and management.— Faisalabad: University of Agriculture, 2012.— 479p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695470183 : Rs. 700 (CE65608)

363.7387095491 — Climate Change — Pakistan — Congresses
Symposium on Changing Environmental Pattern and its Impact with Special Focus on Pakistan (2011: Lahore, Pakistan)
Changing Environmental Pattern and its Impact with Special Focus on Pakistan: proceedings of the symposium; held at Lahore on July 2011 / ed. by Rana Khursheed Anver.— Lahore: Pakistan Engineering Congress, 2011.— 180p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789696030034 : Rs.300 (CE66561)

363.739420954915 — Water Quality — Baluchistan (Pakistan) — Case Studies
Tahir, Muhammad Alam
Post Flood Water Quality Assessment Report (Sindh and Balochistan 2010) / Muhammad Alam Tahir.— Islamabad: Ministry of Science and Technology, Pakistan Council of Research in Water Resources, 2011.— 243p. ; 29cm
ISBN 9789698469405 (CE65311)

363.96095491053 — Reproductive Health Services — Pakistan
Minhaj ul Haque
Role of Private Sector in Delivering Birth Services in FALAH Districts / Minhaj ul Haque ; Iram Kamran and Peter C. Miller.— Islamabad: Population Council/USAID, 2012.— 87p. ; 28cm (CE65976-78)

Munir Afridi
Greenstar Social Marketing Private-Sector Activities in PAIMAN Project: process evaluation of greenstar social marketing initiatives to improve and expand maternal and newborn health services and coverage.— Islamabad: Population Council/USAID, 2010.— 57p. ; 28cm (CE65958-60)

364.1323076 — Corruption — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Anti Corruption Guide.— Lahore: Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— Pages Vary ; 23cm : Rs.499 (LDE723)

370.922 — Educators — Punjab — Biography
Bhatti, F. M.
Sardar Dayal Singh Majithia: businessman, educationist and philanthropist / F. M. Bhatti ; Qalb-i-Abid and Massarrat Abid.— Lahore: Research Society of Pakistan, 2011.— 275p. ; 22cm : Rs.400 (CE64636)
370.95491 — Education — Pakistan

ISBN 9780199063208 : Rs.695 (CE64786)

Khadij Hussain

ISBN 9789699645075 : Rs.900 (CE64743)

370.95491 — Educational Surveys — Pakistan — Statistics — Serials


371.0021205491 — Education — Pakistan — Statistics

ISBN 9789694441764 (CE66046)

371.262 — Educational Test and Measurement — Pakistan

Doger's Universal NAT-IA : (national aptitude test) education in arts group. — Lahore : Dogarsons, 2010. — 486p. ; 23cm : Rs.300 (LDE749)

National Testing Service Pakistan : NTS Gat-General Student Guide. — Islamabad : The Authority, 20-?. — 139p. ; 27cm (LDE821)

371.82295491 — Girls Education — Pakistan — Case Studies

Batool Zaidi


378.107095491 — Education — Pakistan — Statistics


378.14 — Graduate Record Examination — Study Guide — Periodicals

Green, Sharon Weiner

ISBN 9781438070780 (LDE801)
378.1664 — SAT (Educational Test) — Study Guides — Periodicals

Green, Sharon Weiner
ISBN 9780764197222 (LDE802)

Robinson, Adam
ISBN 9780375428302 (LDE816)

379.5491 — Educational Planning — Pakistan

Malik, Zafar I.

380.1076 — Commerce — Examinations, Questions, Etc. — Guidebooks

Idrees, Muhammad
NTS NAT-ICOM Work Book: commerce group / Muhammad Idrees. — Lahore: Dogar Brothers, 2010. — 234p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 300 (LDE813)

381.30605491 — Consumer Protection — Pakistan — Associations — Institutions, etc.

ISBN 97896999515293 (CE65632-33)

382.5095491005 — Imports — Pakistan — Serials

State Bank of Pakistan, Statistics and Data Warehouse Department, Karachi

384.55095491 — Television Broadcasting — Pakistan

Agha Nasir
This is PTV...: another day, another world. — Islamabad: Pakistan Television Corporation, 20-?. — 255p. ; 24cm (CE65609)

385.095491 — Railroads — Pakistan — Auditing

Auditor-General of Pakistan, Islamabad

425 — English Language — Grammar

Bukhari, F. S.
English Grammar / F. S. Bukhari ; A. M. Soomro. — Tandojam: Sindh Agriculture University, 2011. — 263p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699388040 : Rs.160 (CE65611)
427.95491 — English Language — Study and Teaching
Fatima Shahabuddin
Exploring English: for class X.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2012.— 161p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780195476828 : Rs.250

Muzaffar Bokhari
All About Competitive English: a comprehensive guide to written and spoken english / Muzaffar Bokhari and Sonia Bokhari.— Lahore: Adeel Niaz, 20-?.— 906p. ; 24cm : Rs.800

428.1076 — English Language — Textbooks for foreign Speakers
Lougheed, Lin
Essential Words for the IELTS / Lin Lougheed.—Lahore: Jahangir Books, 2011.—363p. ; 24 cm
ISBN 9781438070711

IELTS: International English Language Testing System / Lin Lougheed.— Lahore: Jahangir Books, 2010.— 412p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9788122431537

IELTS: practice exams / Lin Lougheed.— Lahore : Jahangir Books, 2011.— 439p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780764197987

New Insight into IELTS: student's books with answers / Vanessa Jakeman; Clare McDowell.—Lahore : Frontline Publishing, 2011.—192p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780521680929

506.209172405 — Science — Developing Countries — Societies etc — Serials
Commission on Science and Technology for Sustainable Development in the South, Islamabad
Annual Report: COMSATS.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2011.— 101p. ; 27cm

507.076 — Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc — Guidebooks
Baqir Raza, Syed
Everyday Science / Syed Baqir Raza and Attique Malik.— Lahore: Publishers Emporium, 2010.— 935p. ; 24cm : Rs.500

Ghulam Yazdani
Everyday Science: for CSS, PMS and all other competitive examinations.— Lahore: Ch. Ghulam Rasul, 2010.— 480p. ; 23cm : Rs. 350

Idrees, Muhammad
NTS NAT-IGS Work Book: general science / Muhammad Idrees.— Lahore: Dogar Brothers, 2010.—282p. ; 24 cm
507.6076 — Science — Juvenile Literature
Waqas Ahmad

510.3076 — Physics — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Arshad, Muhammad
MCQs/ Objective Physics : for lecturer, subject specialist, M.Sc., CSS, PCS/ PMS, GRE, SAT - I & II GAT / Muhammad Arshad and Muhammad Sohail Bhatti.— Lahore : Bhatti Sons Publishers, 20-?.— 399p. ; 22cm : Rs.300 (LDE748)

510.76 — Mathematics — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Bhatti, Muhammad Zahid Rafiq
Lecturer's Test Guide of Mathematics : for lecturer's written test conducted by PPSC/ FPSC NWFP / Muhammad Zahid Rafiq Bhatti.— Lahore : Ilmi Book House, 2001.— 319p. ; 21cm (LDE768)

Chaudhary, Zafar Ahmad
Mathematics : MCQs / Objective for lecturer, subject specialist, CSS, PCS, PMS, GAT, PPSC, SPSC, NWFP (PSC), Azad Kashmir / Zafar Ahmad Chaudhary and Muhammad Sohail Bhatti.— Lahore : Bhatti Sons Publishers, 20-?.— 332p. ; 24cm : Rs.400.00 (LDE772)

515.15 — Calculus — Study and Teaching
Bokhari, Syed Anwer Pasha
Calculus and Differential Equations : for degree classes / Syed Anwer Pasha Bokhari ; Ansaruddin Syed and Moin Uddin Qureshi.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 370p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780195476392 : Rs.395 (CE65094)

515.353 — Finite Differences
Rana, Muhammad Afzal
ISBN 9789694171531 (CE64768)

533.5 — Vacuum — Juvenile Literature
Pervaiz Habibullah
Miracle of Imposing Vacuum ("Depression") on Sand Moulds.— Lahore : The Author, 2012.— 148p. ; 28cm
ISBN 9789698674113 : Rs.400 (CE65049)
543.549107 — Business Law — Pakistan
Pakistan Business Council, Karachi

570.76 — Life Sciences — Examinations, Questions, Etc. —Guidebooks
Idrees, Muhammad.
NTS NAT-IIB Work Book : biological science group / Muhammad Idrees.— Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.—210p. ; 24 cm (LDE814)

581.07 — Botany — Textbooks
Farrukh Hussain
Botany and Bio Diversity : for BS student of botany, zoology, chemistry, biotechnology and environmental science.— Lahore : Pak Book Empire, 2012.— 256p. ; 24cm ISBN 9789698238209 : Rs.800 (CE65466)

587.095491 — Pteridophyta — Pakistan — Identification
Ghazala Nasim

591.076 — Zoology — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Maqbool Ahmad
Caravan's How to Prepare for Subject Specialist and Lectureship in Zoology / Maqbool Ahmad and Saeed Tahir.— Lahore : The Carvan Book House, 2010.— 330p. ; 23cm (LDE727)

595.7 — Entomology
Saleem, Mushtaq Ahmed

599.095491 — Domestic Animals — Reproduction
Qureshi, Muhammad Subhan
Reproductive Physiology of Domestic Animals / Muhammad Subhan Qureshi.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 152p. ; 24cm ISBN 9789694171661 (CE64769)

609 — Inventions — Islamic Countries
First Famous Facts of Muslim World / comp. by Ghaniul Akram Sabzwari and Rais Ahmad Samdani.— Karachi : Library Promotion Bureau, 2012.— 122p. ; 28cm ISBN 9789694590479 : Rs.495 (CE66349)
610.76 — Medical Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc — Guidebooks
Idrees, Muhammad
NTS NAT-IM Work Book: pre-medical group / Muhammad Idrees.—
Lahore: Dogar Brothers, 2010.— 321p.; 24 cm (LDE815)

614.5992095491 — Mothers — Mortality — Pakistan
Death of Women of Reproductive Age: in-depth analysis of data from the
Pakistan demographic and health survey 2006-07.— Islamabad: Population
Council/USAID, 2010.— 41p.; 28cm (CE65955-57)

614.5992095491 — Postpartum Hemorrhage — Practice — Pakistan
Mir, Ali Mohammad
Assessing the Feasibility of Home Administration of Misoprostol in the
Prevention of Postpartum Hemorrhage in Rural Pakistan / Ali Mohammad
Mir; Abdul Wajid and Safaf Gull.— Islamabad: Population
Council/USAID, 2010.— 110p.; 24cm (CE65952-54)

615.32095491 — Medicinal Plants — Pakistan
PARC and TASO-PGR Workshop on Conservation and Sustainable
Utilization of Medicinal Plants in Pakistan (2012 : Islamabad, Pakistan)
Conservation and Sustainable Utilization of Medicinal Plants in Pakistan:
proceedings of the workshop; held at Islamabad from October 4-5, 2011/
ed. by M. Shahid Masood.— Islamabad: National Agricultural Research
Centre, 2012.— 240p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789694092409 (CE66180-81)

616.0472 — Chronic Diseases — Guidebooks
Help Age International Pakistan, Islamabad
Understanding Non-communicable Diseases: a short guide for family and
caregivers / ed. by Zeeshan Alvi.— Islamabad: The Authority, 2012.—
34p.; 28cm (CE66198)

617.4076 — Surgery — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Shuja Tahir
Surgery: clinical and sonographic examination / Shuja Tahir; Mahnzza
Roohi and Awaish Shuja.— 6th ed.— Faisalabad: Independent Publishing
House, 2012.— 524p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789698295196 (CE64555)

618.20605491 — Midwives — Pakistan — In-Service Training
Shah, Zakir H.
Training Institutions for Community Midwives in Pakistan: an initial
assessment / Zakir H. Shah; Momina Salim and Mumraiz Khan.—
Islamabad: Population Council/USAID, 2010.— 47p.; 28cm (CE65970-72)
620.006 — Engineering — Pakistan — Congresses

Pakistan Engineering Congress Annual Session on Experience of Bio-Saline Approach for Rehabilitation of Salt-Affected Lands in Pakistan (2011 : Lahore, Pakistan)

Experience of Bio-Saline Approach for Rehabilitation of Salt-Affected Lands in Pakistan : proceedings of the conference; held at Lahore on 2011.— Lahore : Pakistan Engineering Congress, 2011.— Pages Vary ; 28cm
ISBN 9789696030041 : Rs.500 (CE66563-64)

620.00605491 — Engineering — Pakistan — Association, Institutions Etc.

Managing Director's Report.— Lahore : National Engineering Services Pakistan, 2011.— 36p. ; 29cm (CE65100)

621.367076 — Physical Sciences — Examinations, Questions, Etc.

Idrees, Muhammad

NTS NAT-IIP Work Book : Physical science group / Muhammad Idrees.— Lahore : Dogar Brothers, 2010.—247p. ; 24 cm : Rs. 200 (LDE805)

627.52 — Hydraulic Structures — Design and Construction

Shakir, B. A.

Handbook of Hydraulic Structures Concept and Design Methodology / B. A. Shakir.— Islamabad : The Author, 2011.— 237p. ; 25cm
ISBN 9789699639005 : Rs. 600 (CE65591)

627.8 — Earth Dams

Khan, Shaukat Ali

Introduction to Soil and Dam Engineering / Shaukat Ali Khan.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 273p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171524 (CE64765)

628.161 — Potable Water — Standards

Qureshi, Tahir Imran

Drinking Water : its impurities and treatment / Tahir Imran Qureshi.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 183p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171579 (CE64763)

628.9657 — Termites — Control — Pakistan

Zahoor Salihah

Termites of Pakistan and their Control / Zahoor Salihah ; Abdul Sattar and Abid Farid.— Lahore : Zoological Society of Pakistan, 2012.— 102p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789699971506 (CE66287)

630.720954918 — Nuclear Energy — Pakistan — Year-books

Nuclear Institute of Agriculture, Tando Jam.— NIA Annual Report / ed. by Muhammad Afzal Arain ; Nazir Ahmad and Shamadad Khanzada.— Jando Jam : The Authority 2010.— 47p. ; 28cm (CE64552)
632.19 — Pollution — Crop Damage
Ashfaq, Muhammad
Environmental Pollution and Agriculture Pakistan Perspective / Muhammad Ashfaq ; Mushtaq A. Saleem.— Lahore : Pak Book Empire, 2012.— 470p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789698238216 : Rs.1500 (CE65465)

633.510095491 — Cotton — Pakistan — Periodicals
Ismaili, Pervez Ali
Quality Survey of Pakistan Cotton Summary of Cotton Fiber Tests Results : crop season / Pervez Ali Ismaili ; Ahmed Ali Khan and Muhammad Ilyas Sarwar.— Karachi : Pakistan Institute of Cotton Research and Technology, 2010.— 57p. ; 24cm
(Pakistan Central Cotton Committee, Karachi
ISBN 9789698590111 (CE65606)

634.9076 — Forestry — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Baqir Raza, Syed
Comprehensive Forestry / Syed Baqir Raza.— Lahore : Publishers Emporium, 2011.— 533p.; 22cm : Rs.300 (LDE732)

Kazmi, Syed Salman Hameed
Forestry : for CSS, PMS / Syed Salman Hameed Kazmi.— Lahore : Jahangir Books, 20-?.— 184p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789695731048 : Rs.180 (LDE734)

634.92095491 — Forest Productivity — Climatic Factors — Pakistan
Bukhari, Syed Said Badshsh
ISBN 9789699741005 (CE66348)

647.954910501 — Hotels — Pakistan — Guidebooks
Pakistan Hotel Guide : including business and shopping guide and who's who / ed. by S. W. A. Maulai.— Islamabad : Ministry of Tourism, 2012.— 184p. ; 18cm : Rs. 200 (CE66344)

650.076 — Business Administration — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Memoona Shahid
ISBN 9789695880999 : Rs.250 (LDE769)
650.76 — Management Science — Examinations, Questions, Etc
Idrees, Muhammad
NTS NAT-IIM Work Book: management science group / Muhammad Idrees.—Lahore: Dogar Brothers, 2010.—363p.; 24 cm : Rs. 300
(LDE807)

657.0605491 — Accounting — Associations, Institutions etc. — Pakistan — Periodicals
Institute of cost and Management Accountants of Pakistan, Karachi
(CE65580)

657.42 — Cost Accounting
Sohail Afzal
Cost Accounting: according to new syllabus / Sohail Afzal and Zafar Ahmed.— Lahore: Syed Mobin Mahmud, 20-?.— 546p.; 22cm : Rs. 290
(CE66330-31)

658.45 — Business Communication
Hafeez-ur-Rehman, M.
(CE66958)

664.006 — Food Industry and Trade — Congresses
Seminar on "Food Engineering-Way to Food Security" (2012: Islamabad, Pakistan)
Proceedings of One Day International Seminar; held at Islamabad on March 16, 2012 / Muhammad Iqbal; Rai Niaz Ahmad at all.— Islamabad: Pakistan Engineering Council, 2012.— 74p.; 28cm
ISBN 9789699035043
(CE65578)

669.9 — Alloys
Pervaiz Habibullah
Morphology of Exogenous Blowholes in Steel Castings.— Lahore: Salman Art Press, 2011.— 139p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789698674106 : Rs.400
(CE65048)

709.5491074 — Art, Pakistani — Catalogs
Faiz, Faiz Ahmed
Catalogue Faiz Art Prize / Faiz Ahmed Faiz.— Islamabad: Pakistan National Council of the Arts, 20-?.— Pages Vary; 28cm
(CE64772)
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712.095484 — Gardens, Islamic — History
Husain, Ali Akbar
ISBN 9780199062782 : Rs.2000 (CE64788)

782.37095491 — Sufi Music — Pakistan
Frembgen, Jurgen Wasim
ISBN 9780199065066 : Rs.625 (CE64843)

796.3580212 — Cricket — Records
ISBN 9789698893095 : Rs.600 (CE65643)

796.3580605491 — Cricket — Pakistan — Associations, Institutions etc. — Serials
Pakistan Cricket Board, Lahore
PCB Annual Report 2011.— Lahore: The Authority, 2011.— 66p. ; 21cm
(CE65651-52)

796.358095491 — Cricket — Pakistan — Tournaments — History
History of Pakistan Junior Cricket / ed. by Maqsood Ahmad Khan.— Lahore: Extra Cover Shor Publications, 2012.— 398p. ; 25cm : Rs.1000
(CE66178-79)

821.3 — English Poetry (Pakistani)
Bahjat Najeeb
Flashback.— Rawalpindi: The Author, 20-?.— 166p. ; 20cm
ISBN 9789699722004 (CE64809)

Ejaz Rahim
I, Confucius and other Poems.— Islamabad: Dost Publications, 2011.— 119p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694964102 : Rs.250 (CE64619)

Ikram Azam
My Select 21st Century Poems.— Islamabad: The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2011.— 399p. ; 22cm : Rs.1000
(CE65336)

Sadaf Raza
Write me in Red.— Islamabad: Ideas for Life Trust, 2012.— 64p. ; 20cm
ISBN 9789699736001 : Rs.275 (CE66293)
828.08 — English Wit and Humor
Aslam Bazmi
Humorousley Yours.— Islamabad : NUST Publishing, 2012.— 134p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789698535100 : Rs.300 (CE66295)

891.4109 — Authors, Sindhi — Biography
Attiya Dawood
Images in my Mirror : autobiography of a sindhi poet / Attiya Dawood ; tr. by Amina Zafar.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 217p. ; 21cm
ISBN 978019906339 : Rs.895 (CE64842)

891.4117 — Sindhi Poetry — Translations into English
Pathan, Muhammad Ali
Fluttering Feelings : (poetry) / Muhammad Ali Pathan ; tr. by Jam Jamali.— Larkana : Bhittai Publishers, 2011.— 176p. 22cm : Rs.200 (CE64751)

891.4391 — Faiz, Faiz Ahmad, 1911-1984 — Poetry — Translations into English
Faiz, Faiz Ahmed
Im Meer Deiner : Augen Ausgewahlt Gedichte / Faiz Ahmed Faiz ; tr. by Shamim Manzar ; Markus Litz.— Karachi : Goethe Institute, 2011.— Pages vary ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699697005 : Rs.300.00 (CE66053-54)

891.4391 — Iqbal, Muhammad, Sir, 1877-1938 — Poetry — Translations into English
Iqbal, Allama Muhammad
Poems from Iqbal : renderings in English verse with comparative Urdu text / Allama Muhammad Iqbal ; tr. by V. G. Kiernan.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 292p. : 21cm
ISBN 9780199066162 : Rs.550 (CE65020)

891.4391 — Urdu Poetry — Translations in English
Pakistani
Urdu Verse : an anthology / ed. by Yasmeen Hameed.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2010.— 512p. ; 24 cm
ISBN 9780195478914 (PE66230)(RRE4837-42)

Tabassum, Asghar Ali
ISBN 9789699132000 : Rs.200 (CE64872)

Your Essence, Martyr : Pakistani elegies / ed. by Alamgir Hashmi.— Islamabad : Plainview Imprint, 2011.— 86p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789699670008 (CE65308-09)
891.43917 — Urdu Poetry — 20th Century — Translations into English
Bazlur Rehman Survery
Collection of Messages: an introspection of a flourished culture and society / Bazlur Rehman Survery; tr. by Zained Survery.— Karachi: Canvas Communications, 2010.— 116p. ; 18cm : Rs.300 (CE66294)

891.439301 — Short Stories, Urdu — Translations into English
ISBN 9789699473005 : Rs.395 (CE66183)

Wahid Nizami

891.4398 — War Stories, Urdu — Translations into English
Qasimi, Ahmad Nadeem
War Stories and Poems / Ahmad Nadeem Qasimi; tr. by Sajjad Shaikh.— Islamabad: Modern Book Depot, 2012.— 180p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789698011095 (RRE6777-82)

891.439808 — Urdu Prose Literature — History and Criticism
Muhammad Husain Azad: a reputed litérateur life, works and influence / ed. by M. Ikram Chaghatai.— Lahore: Pakistan Writers Co-operative Society, 2011.— 556p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789698460228 : Rs.700 (CE64632)

891.551 — Islamic Poetry, Persian
Gulfishan Khan
Muslim-Western Cultural Encounter in the Eighteenth Century: the impact of Hafiz Shirazi’s poetry on Europe.— Islamabad: Islamic Research Institute, 2010.— 94p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9789694083209 (CE64949)

891.5931 — Pushto Poetry — 21st Century — Translations into English
Poetry of the Taliban / tr. by Pirwais Rahmany; Abdul Hamid Stanikzai ed. by Alex Strick Van Linschoten.— Karachi: Oxford University Press, 2012.— 200p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9780199066964 : Rs.695 (CE66187)

909 — World History
Aslam Effendi
Hard Facts of History.— Lahore: Alternate Solutions Institute, 2011.— 151p. ; 21cm
ISBN 9698777016 : Rs.250 (CE65131)
909.097671 — Civilization, Islamic
Abdullah Al-Ahsan
The Clash of Civilizations Thesis and Muslims: the search for an alternative paradigm.— Islamabad: Islamic Research Institute, 2010.— 53p.; 21cm
ISBN 9789694083124  (CE64948)

909.097671 — Islamic Countries
Ikram Azam
Islam and the 21st Century Leadership.— Islamabad: The PFI and Margalla Voices, 2011.— 498p.; 22cm: Rs.1000 (CE65355)

909.097671 — Islamic Countries — Politics and Government
Iqbal Shafi
Crisis of Leadership in the Islamic World: the reasons and the way out (with Pakistan as a case in point).— Islamabad: Sir Syed Academy, 2012.— 166p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789699626029 : Rs.450 (CE66194)

909.81076 — World History — Examinations, Questions, etc.
Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad
ISBN 9789695881076 : Rs.550 (LDE719)

910.076 — Physical Geography — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Imran Bashir

910.76 — Geography — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
Imtiaz Shahid, Muhammad
Advanced Geography MCQs: physical, human, cultural, economic and regional / Muhammad Imtiaz Shahid.— Lahore: Adanced Publishers, 2012.— 280p.; 23cm
ISBN 9789695881170  (LDE757)

915 — Asia — Description and Travel
Asad, Muhammad.
The Road to Mecca (1900-1932) / Muhammad Asad; ed. by M. Ikram Chaghatai.— Lahore: The Truth Society, 2012.— 368p.; 24cm
ISBN 9789699363023  (RRE6710-15)

915.404356 — India — Description and Travel — 19th Century
ISBN 9780199063574 : Rs.575  (CE64780)
915.49104 — Karachi (Pakistan) — Description and Travel — Guidebooks.
   Jambo Karachi Guide / ed. by Abdul Qadir Qureshi.— Karachi : Jumbo Informedia, 2011.— 146p. ; 21cm
   ISBN 9789699688003 : Rs.600 (CE65616)

915.491053 — Pakistan — Description and Travel — 21st Century — Pictorial Works
   Shahnaz Ramzi
   Food Prints : an epicurean voyage through Pakistan; overview of Pakistan cuisine.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 227p. ; 25cm
   ISBN 9780199063253 : Rs.2200 (CE65472)

915.4914 — Punjab (Pakistan) — Description and Travel — 21st Century
   Qureshi, S. M. Moin
   An Odyssey of Love and Learning : a travelogue of writer's visit to Punjab / S. M. Moin Qureshi.— Karachi : The Author, 2012.— 304p. ; 22cm
   ISBN 9789699579011 : Rs.300 (CE66345)

915.49143 — Lahore (Pakistan) — Description and Travel
   Adnan Zahoor
   An Official Trip to Lahore : from 19-7-2009 to 21-07-2009 Peshawar to Lahore.— Lahore : Syed Waqar Moeen, 2010.— Pages vary ; 22cm : Rs. 445 (RRE5097-02)

920 — Asrar Ahmad — Biography
   Asrar Ahmad
   Walls Have Ears.— Lahore : Classic, 2011.— 464p. ; 22cm(RRE6622-25)

920 — Khamas, Khadem Hussain — Autobiography
   Khamas, Khadem Hussain
   My Life Story and Vision : paradise found (autobiography) / Khadem Hussain Khamas.— Rawapindi : The Author, 2010.— 589p. ; 22cm
   ISBN 9789699497001 : Rs.600 (CE65468), (CE66277)

920.02076 — Biographies — Pakistan — Examinations, Questions, Etc.
   Aamer Shahzad
   Pakistan and World Who's Who and What is What : plus objective MCQs tests.— Lahore : Aamer Publications, 2011.— 571p. ; 24cm (LDE751)

   Anjum, Zahid Hussain
   Pakistan's and World's Who is Who and What is What : solved CSS and PMS papers [MCQs] / Zahid Hussain Anjum.— Lahore : Jahangir Books, 20-?.— 672p. ; 23cm
   ISBN 9789695732984 : Rs.375 (LDE763)
920.71 — Abdul Ghani, 1864-1943
Abdul Qadeer Najafi
A Basic Contributor in Modern Education Democracy Constitution and Independence.— Islamabad : Higher Education Commission, 2011.— 151p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9789694171548 (CE64766)

920.71 — Baqa, Muhammad Mazhar — Autobiography
Baqa, Muhammad Mazhar
Hayat-e-Baqa / Muhammad Mazhar Baqa ; tr. by Ghaniul Akram Sabzwari.— Karachi : Library Promotion Bureau, 2012.— 170p. ; 22cm
ISBN 9789694590462 : Rs.300 (CE66291)

922.97 — Muslim Scholars — Biography
Two 21st Century Muslim Thinkers : Abdal Hakim Murad (UK) and Prof. Dr. Mahdi Aminrazavi (USA).— Islamabad : The PFI and Maragalla Voices, 2011.— 94p. ; 22cm : Rs.100 (CE65328)

923.154 — Princess — India — Autobiography
Shahr Bano
A Story of Days Gone By : an autobiography of princess Shahr Bano Begam of Pataudi / Shahr Bano ; tr. by Tahera Aftab.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2012.— 253p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780199060122 : Rs.825 (CE64844)

923.15491053 — Presidents — Pakistan — Addresses, Essays, Lectures, etc.
Zardari, Asif Ali
(CE65315-16)

923.2549 — Jinnah, Muhammad Ali, 1876-1948
Ilahi Bakhsh
With the Quaid-i-Azam During his Last Days.— Karachi : Oxford University Press, 2011.— 67p. ; 24cm
ISBN 9780195477108 : Rs.425 (PE67011)

923.25491 — Benazir Bhutto, 1953-2007 — Biography
ISBN 9789699543029 : Rs. 5000 (PE66955)
923.2549105 — Altaf Hussain, 1953 — Autobiography

Altaf Hussain

ISBN 9780199063413 : Rs.795 (LDE782)
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<td>Public Relation Division</td>
<td>State Bank of Pakistan, Islamabad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Public Relations Division</td>
<td>State Bank of Pakistan, Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab Book Depot</td>
<td>Akram Building, Darbar Market, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name</td>
<td>Address</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Punjab Welfare Trust for the disabled</td>
<td>Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qadiria Book Traders</td>
<td>16-A, Street 56, Sant Nagar, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qaiser Saleem</td>
<td>132-A, Sector 11/B, North Karachi 75850</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al- Qalam Darul-Ishaat</td>
<td>P. O. Box No.2689, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Qirtas</td>
<td>P. O. Box 8453, Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rafi – ud –Din Foundation</td>
<td>36- K. Model town, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rehber Publishers</td>
<td>New Urdu Bazar, Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Cell, Dyal Sing Trust Library</td>
<td>Nisbet Road, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research Society of Pakistan</td>
<td>University of the Punjab, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Book Company</td>
<td>B G-5, Rex Centre, Fatimah Jinnah Road, Karachi 75530</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S. A. Wajidi Trust</td>
<td>Dr. S.A Wajidi Trust, Mughal Pura, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAARC Human Resources</td>
<td>Development NCRD Complex, Chak Shazad Park, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Salam Publications</td>
<td>Salman Academy, 3 0 Dr. Moinul Haq Road, New Karachi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sang-e- Meel Publications</td>
<td>25- Shahrah -e- Pakistan Lower Mall, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sarhad Programme Office</td>
<td>H-No 109, Street. No. 2, Doc, Colony, Islamabad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scope International</td>
<td>9-B Shah Alam Market, P. O. Box No.912, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDPI- 03,</td>
<td>UN – Boulevard, Diplomatic Ave- G-5, Islamabad.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Secretariat Law and Justice Commission</td>
<td>IEP Building, Liberty Square, Gulberg-III, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seerat International Research Centre</td>
<td>IEP Building, Liberty Square, Gulberg-III, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shariha Academy International</td>
<td>Islamic University, Islamabad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheikh Mubarik Ali</td>
<td>Lohari Gate, I/S, Lahore</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheikh Muhammad Ashraf</td>
<td>7-Aibuk Road, New Anarkali, Lahore</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Shirkat Gah- Women Resource Centre,  
Karachi.

Shirkat Gah,  
P. O Box # 5192,  
Lahore.

Sindh Katchi Abadis Authority  
Abadi Markaz,  
Sindh Assembly Building Avenue,  
Near Arts Council,  
Karachi.

Small and Medium Enterprises Development Authority  
Lahore.

Social Policy & Development Centre  
15- Maqbool Co-operation,  
Karachi.

Society for the Pilgrims of Pakistan  
40-B/6, P.E.C.H.S.  
Karachi.

Society of Alternative Media & Research  
Kiran Plaza – 204, 2nd floor, F-8,  
Islamabad.

Sohail Academy  
Chowk Urdu Bazzar,  
Lahore.

South Asia Partnership Pakistan  
72-B, Muslim Town,  
Lahore.

SPDC Time press  
15 – Maqbool corporate Block –7/8,  
Karachi.

Sts publications  
73-A Basement, Naz plaza Landi korangi, Karachi.

Sufi Astana  
H. No 32 St. No3.  
Sufi Akbar Town, Danishbad,  
Peshawar.

Syed Suleman Nadvi Academy  
14-A, Court Chamber, Opposite City,  
Karachi-2

TADAP  
5th floor, Block –A Finance & trade  
P.O. Box 1293,  
Karachi.

Takhleeqat  
Ali Plaza 3- Mozang Road,  
Near Mozong Adda,  
Lahore.

Time Publisher Suite  
A-22, Block - A, 6th floor, Falak Naz Center main shahra-e- Faisal  
Karachi.

Time Publishers Medical Division  
New Urdu bazaar Hashmi trust Building, Karachi.

Tru Pharma  
P.O. Box 18095,  
Karachi.

Union Book Shop  
186 Annar kali,  
Lahore.

University Grants Commission  
Sector H-9,  
Islamabad.

University Sindh  
Elsa Kazi Campus,  
Hyderabad.

Vanguard Books  
45 The Mall,  
Lahore.

Wafaqi Mohtisib,  
Zero Point,  
Islamabad.

WAPDA, Public Relations Division  
Wapda House,  
Lahore.
The World Conservation Union
Pakistan
1 Bath Island Road,
Karachi-75530

WTO Cell Facility of Agriculture
University of agriculture,
Islamabad.

WWF, Pakistan,
Ferozepur Road,
P.O. Box 5180,
Lahore

Zain publications
A-8, Nadeem Corner,
Block “N”,
North Nazimabad,
Karachi

Zoological Society of Pakistan
University of Karachi,
Karachi